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Proposal 4 brings controversy with MEAP money
Mark McGarry
Grand Valley Lanthorn

^ Mary Eilleen
Lyon was named
the new director
of News and
Information
Services at Grand
Valley State.

Graduating high school
students and current fresh
man may have their
MEAP Scholarship Award
taken away after the Nov.
5 election. The election
will have on the ballet an
amendment
to
the
Michigan
constitution
known as Proposal 4,

which would use money
gained in the 1998 tobacco
lawsuit
for
tobacco
research.
Currently, the money
funds
the
MEAP
Scholarship,
road
improvement and other
state programs. Pushing
for this change are the
Citizens for a Healthy
Michigan. However, many
universities oppose the
proposal, including Grand

Valley State University.
Bart Merkle, dean of
students and vice-provost
at Grand Valley, said this is
unusual, because Grand
Valley usually does not
have a position on political
matters. He also said this
matter happens to influ
ence over 2,600 students at
Grand Valley. In addition,
between five and six mil
lion dollars for higher edu
cation are at risk for Grand

Valley students alone.
Merkle believes cutting
the MEAP funds would
not help students or their
families.
“It [dropping the schol
arship) would put way
more pressure on families
to fund higher education,”
Merkle said. “Students
would probably have more
of a loan debt too.”
Citizens for a Healthy
Michigan have a different

point of view on the situa
tion.
“The
Healthy
Michigan
Amendment
simply dedicates the funds
from the tobacco lawsuit
to where they should have
gone from the beginning.”
The amendment would
do three things if passed. It
would give 13 percent of
the money to senior citizen
prescriptions and set up
tobacco prevention and

Laker Life

research programs.
It
would also give 46 percent
of the total 90 percent the
plan is supposed to use for
nursing homes and non
profit organizations to help
with the care and treatment
of people suffering from
tobacco-related illnesses.
President Mark Murray
does not believe the pro
posal should pass. In a
PLEASE SEE MEAP, 2
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_ Former Grand
/ Valley graduate
Mark Kubik is
seeking to
become the
next state rep.
of Michigan.

Grand Valley Lanthorn /Luke Wark

Students wait for the bus to
arrive.

Got Gas
Campaign
pays off

A&E
■ Many Grand Valley
students participate in dub
sports in their spare time.
They are dedicated and
often win awards.
1 2 Spectators
young and old
enjoyed the
crafts and
entertainment
of the 7th
annual Grand
Valley
Renaissance
Festival.

Sports

Maureen Notestine
Grand Valley Lanthorn
They get up every morning before the
rush to find a parking spot for the early
classes starts on campus and they run as a
team. They practice everyday after they
have attended classes and studied so that
they may stay eligible. They condition in the
offseason and beg the Student Senate for
funding so that their team can compete.
Sometimes they go practically unnoticed on
the GVSU campus, their triumphs hidden in
the shadows of the successful football and
volleyball teams. They are the Laker club
sport teams, and the athletes are heroes in
the making.
Just ask Grand Valley State University
head wrestling coach Dave Mills. Mills has

led his tough group to the national champi
onships the past two years.
And they have come home with the title,
twice.
“These guys put in a tremendous amount
of time,” co-coach Dave Mills said, about
the wrestling team’s efforts for last season.
But the results can speak for themselves.
The Lakers had three individual national
champions in Kelly Krepps and Jeremiah
Gitchel. Gitchel won the 165 weight class
last year as a freshman.
In addition to the three national champi
ons, seven others were named AllAmericans. Eric Gervais was an AllAmerican at 125, Vince Gervais at 133, Alan
Smith at 141, Eric Smith at 149, Jesse Hale
at 165, Matt Stepanovich at 174, and Rick
Bolhuis at 184.
The wrestling team isn’t the only club
sport that shines for Grand Valley. A few
teams put the shine on ice.
Last year the men’s ice hockey team
took second at the MCHC League
Tournament as well as finished second over
all in their league.
The men competed against Division II
schools as well as Division I schools, and
showed that they could compete with both
when they posted a tie against Western
Grand Valley Lanthorn / Will llarrnh

Valley women's rugby
ar No. 10, Melisa Massaway,
across the field.

Michigan University.
“A tie against a Division I school like
Western shows that we are moving up. We
have a lot more talent, a lot more depth, and
good leadership. It shows that we can com
pete with these teams,” Darrell Gregorio,
last year’s team president said.
Another sport showed that they have and
edge to their program. The women’s syn
chronized skating team, though not well
known, put a winning ring to the Grand
Valley name last season.
The team brought home a gold after their
Tri-States competition. Their goal is to com
pete at the Collegiate Synchronized Skating
Nationals in Texas this spring.
Last year’s president, Rachel Selle, is
proud of all that the team has accomplished.
“It’s been a great experience leading this
team. It’s finally all coming together and I
couldn’t be more proud.”
Many other Laker club teams are prov
ing they have what it takes to be successful,
24 in all.
If you are interested in joining a team or
starting your own club, contact the Office of
Student Life at 895-2345 or on the web at
www.studentlifc.gvsu.edu. Memberships in
clubs are open at all GVSU students.

Grand Valley lanthorn / Abbey Hettmansperf’er

Bill Wimsatt looks for an open shot or a
path to the goal against Notre Dame dur
ing last Saturday's Water Polo Tournament
held at the Grandville High School.

The Grand
Valley tennis
team is going
into the GLIAC
championships
ranked third.

Downtown

Brandon Avery
Grand Valley Lanthorn

With off-campus apart
ment residency on the rise
and student concerns
about parking, most indi
viduals would tend to
believe that the off-cam
pus apartment shuttle
numbers would be at an
all time high.
That person would be
wrong.
Recently, there has
been an initiative, primari
ly adopted by the Grand
Valley State University
Student Senate called the
Got Gas Campaign, to
increase ridership on shut
tle 35 (the off-campus
shuttle) or it could possi
bly be shut down.
"To stop the bus from
being canceled, the stu
dents must ride it," said
Tony Furkal, vice presi
dent of campus affairs.
"There are many enhance
ments that could be made
to the route to make it
more student-friendly, but
until
rider
numbers
increase,
we
cannot
expand the service."
Many reasons have
been proposed for why
numbers are down on the
shuttle. According to sur
veys by Student Senate,
many students feel that the
shuttles are not timely and
they do not continue far
enough into the evening to
meet there needs ade
quately.
"Many of our students
take evening classes, such
as the popular 6-9 p.m.
slot," Purkal said, "and arc
unable to rely on the bus
to return them to their
PLEASE SEE BUS, 2
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Money, ignorance plaguing Grand Valley’s recycling program Students participate
The Great
Lakes History
Conference is
coming to
Grand Valley
Oct. 26.
Topics include
Gerald Ford's
presidency.

Photo Page

16

Homecoming
festivities
have high
lighted Grand
Valley recent
ly, including a
bon-fire cele
bration.

Danielle McGillis
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Some sort of recycling
bin, be it for glass, cans,
cardboard, paper or metal,
is located in every building
at Grand Valley State
University, but there arc
still not enough, and peo
ple still don’t know how to
use them correctly.
Steve
Leeser,
Operations
Supervisor,
said that of the many dif
ferent types of bins located
on campus, there arc four
multi-bins that can hold
several different sub
stances. The multi-bins are
located at Laker Village,
Grand Valley Apartments,
Ravine Apartments and
also behind the Facilities
Services and Planning
Building. The large con
tainers arc clearly marked
on the outside for what can
be recycled.
“It’s worked well,” he
said. “The only problem is

ally on the underside of a
container. All others must
be discarded as trash. The
plastics should also be
rinsed and the caps
removed.
Glass
containers
should be rinsed too, with
__
caps removed.
Only
clear
glass
is
accepted.
Brown
o
r
green
glass
should
b
e
f placed
Recycling
in
Station.
the
trash.
“If they
Grand
have to throw
___
Valley recy
out half the stuff
cles metal as well.
in the bins, and then
take it to the landfill, it Tin cans can be recycled in
becomes a huge problem the multi-bins, but all
and gets very expensive.” other metals should be dis
carded into a separate
he said.
Only it I and #2 plastics specifically marked bin
can be recycled. You can behind the Facilities build
find the number located in ing.
Corrugated cardboard.
a small triangle found usu
that they are labeled clear
ly, but unfortunately some
people don’t read the
labels and throw waste in
there or don’t put it in the
right part. This is one of
the challenges we face all
over campus.”
Leeser said all
the
recycled
products are
picked up
and sorted
through
by
the
Grand
Rapids

i

i

which is a thicker type of
cardboard, is also recycla
ble. This does not include
cereal boxes or tissue
boxes. It does include
pizza boxes.
Paper can also be recy
cled in the bins. This
includes newspapers, soft
and hard covered books,
notebooks, general office
paper, and magazines. It
does not include sticky
labels such as post it notes
or Avery labels, as well as
tissue paper and paper
towels.
Leeser said another
challenge the university
faces is lack of funds to
add more containers. For
example, there is only a
bin for recycling large
cardboard boxes in the
Commons, when bins for
recycling pop, water and
juice bottles arc clearly
needed there.
“There is tight space
over there,” he said. “I
PLEASE SEE WASTE, 2

in protest rally
Ann Pearson
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Twenty-six
Grand
Valley State University
students
traveled
to
Southfield,
Mich.,
Saturday to attend a
protest rally at Lawrence
Technological University
against Proposal 4.

Proposal 4 is a piece of
legislature to be voted
upon in the Nov. 5 ballot.
If passed, about $50 mil
lion in annual funds
acquired from a tobacco
settlement will be given to
the Michigan Health and
Hospital Association for
the next 20 years.
PLEASE SEE RALLY, 16
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Grand Valley lanthorn I Ann Pearson

Two dozen Grand Valley students protested in Southfield
Saturday about voting no on Proposal 4
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Specialty Pizza.
Complimentary soft drink with a
purchase and student or faculty/staff I.D.
Phone: 453-0200

2844 Lake Michigan Dr.

What Type Of Leader Do You Want To Be?
Interested in how to become a Resident Assistant or
Multicultural Assistant for the 2003-2004 Academic Year?
If so, come to an information session.

Information Sessions!
November 6th - 6pm in Kirkhoff Center 215-216
8pm in Stafford Living Center
November 7th - 5pm in University Club at the Devos Center
9pm in LV North Community Center and Kistler Lobby
November 11th - 6pm in Niemeyer
8pm in North A Living Center
9:30pm in Calder, Copeland and in Robinson
November 12th - 7pm in West A Living Center
______________ 9pm in the Ravines Community Center_______________________

All persons interested in applying need to attend an information session.

Learn To Be An Advocate
Build Community
Belong To A Team
See a current RA, MA or Housing and Residence Life Staff Professional
for more information. Other questions can be directed to the
Office of Housing and Residence Life, 103 STU at 895-2120

If you thought pharmacy

What Do
These Leaders Have
in Common?

was only filling prescriptions, think
again.
The University of Michigan
College of Pharmacy has been
developing leaders for positions in

125 years.
It’s one reason our
College is always
ranked among the
world’s best.
You owe it to
yourself to find out
about the diverse, highpaying careers available

to U-M College of
Peter Labadie, President,
Williams-Labadie, LLC, a
subsidiary of Leo Burnett
Communications

Albert Leung, President,
Phyto-Technologies, Inc.

Robert Lipper, Vice President,
Riopharmaceutics R&D,
Bristol-Myers Squibb Co.,
Pharmaceutical Research Institute

OT1

Pharmacy graduates.
Learn more about
the Pharmacy Program
at U-M by attending
the Graduate Fair,

9 a.m.-2:00 p.m.,
Wednesday, October
23 in Henry Hall on
GVSUs Allendale
campus.
Catherine Polley, Vice President,
State Government Affairs,
National Association of Chain
Drug Stores

Iarry Wagenknecht, CEO,
Michigan Pharmacists
Association

David Zaccardelli, Vice President
MDS Pharma Services

WASTE

1/

Also, visit the
College Web site at

www.utnich.edu/^pharmacy,

A University of Michigan
College of Pharmacy Degree

I

e-mail: vlperry@umich.edu, or call

734-764-7312.
Your future never looked
better.

the beginning of the year, decid
ed to reside in off-campus apart
ments simply because they
knew they would be able to rely
on the shuttle," Purkal said. "If
the shuttle stops, this is going to
put these students in a very
tough situation."
Alan Wygant, director of
GVSU Public Safety, said the
shuttle will continue to run.
"The ridership has started
improving," Wygant said. "It’s
starting now, even in the good
weather. I don't worry about it
in the winter, it becomes that
much more convenient to peo
ple."
Wygant also feels that there
are multiple advantages to the
shuttle.
"Certainly it has a major
impact on available spaces here
on campus," Wygant said. "It's
a safety factor and it has an
environmental impact. That
stopping many more vehicles
that are starting up. driving two
minutes over here and shutting
themselves off."
Ultimately, Wygant feels it
just has to be a change in atti
tudes towards mass transit.
"It is just convenience,"
Wygant said. "People could
drive over here in five minutes
and it takes them 20 minutes by
shuttle. So it's really just mak
ing up your mind to use the
shuttle."

them."
Purkal suggested that maybe
page I
student organizations on campus
_______________ could spon
sor bins or
you go into the aca- co n duct
some type of
,
. ,
.. ..
demic buildings, you fundraising.
At
the
see bottles and glass
high end of
spec
containers lying in the the
trum. a new
trash, and that is not recycling
container
acceptable.
can
cost
around

think we need t<
evaluate all the
buildings
on
campus. But it’s
gonna
take
some
money.
We need to
upgrade
our
recycling con
tainers as well,
because they’re
kinda
getting
old.”
Tony Purkal,
student senate Vice President
vice president
for
campus
affairs, said the recycling issue is something that
the senate will be aggressively
pursuing in a few weeks.
“If you go into the academic
buildings, you see bottles and
glass containers lying in the
trash, and that is not accept
able,” he said. “We also see the
Lanthorn come in to change
their papers for the week, and
they just throw the old ones in
the trash.”
Purkal said he feels the uni
versity itself is doing a good job
recycling paper, but would like
to sec other types of recycling
bins in the hallways.
"The Pew Campus doesn’t
have any at all,” he said. “I don't
think the Holland campus has
any cither. The first thing we
need to do is find bins that arc
going to be aesthetically pleas
ing and then determine who is
going to be responsible for

and other careers for
Cynthia Kirtnan, Manager,
National Managed Pharmacy
Program, General Motors Corp.

apartments.
Late classes are
not the only reason that this
schedule does not fit the stu
dents - many activities that stu
dents become involved in
extend way beyond the evening
hours of the shuttle."
In addition, many students
are not riding the shuttle simply
because the weather has permit
ted people to walk or cycle to
campus instead of riding the
bus.
Purkal feels that as the tem
peratures decrease, ridership
will begin to flourish.
Many senators are also hop
ing to push for the shuttle to
become more commuter-student
friendly.
"I feel students have some
viable complaints regarding
shuttle 35 and when ridership
increases enough to sustain the
service, many senators will be
seeking resolution to these prob
lems," Purkal said. "The more
convenient we can make the
shuttle for the students, the more
students will ride the shuttle and
the more enhancements we can
work for."
Purkal also feels that if the
bus were to cease the route it
could cause a problem for many
off-campus students.
"There are students who at

the pharmaceutical

biotechnology, law,

Gayle Crick, Manager,
Global Marketing,
Eli Lilly & Co.

continued from page 1

continued from

education, engineering,

Gwendolyn Chivers, Chief
Pharmacist, University of Michigan
Health Service

BUS

health care, business,
industry, higher

A

recent column Murray wrote,
“it is bad public policy because
special interest groups should
not be allowed to force their
spending
priorities
into
Michigan's Constitution.”
In a recent meeting, the
Senate unanimously voted to
oppose the amendment. Senate
President Thomn Bell said,
"The elimination of the MEAP
scholarship is a slap in the face
to
higher
education.
Permanently
putting
state
money into special interest
accounts is unacceptable and is
not tolerable.”
Bell also pointed out why
the Senate is opposing the
amendment. “It has a huge
affect on higher education as a
whole, because if this passes it
is saying that Michigan voters
would rather spend more
money on a billboard add then
to send people to school and
educate the future,” he said.
John Leech, the Senate's
vice-president, said the Senate
is not working alone. Student
Senate has been working close
ly with the Association of
Michigan Universities (AMU).
A group composed of all 15
major universities in Michigan,
which has also passed a resolu
tion to oppose Proposal 4.
"The Student Senate and the
AMU in conjunction have been
working against Proposal 4
since the early summer," Leech
said.
Not everyone agrees with
university governments getting
involved. In an editorial written
in the State News, Michigan

State’s school paper, a person
commented, "Student govern
ments are letting themselves get
sucked into the rhetoric claim
ing that the passage of the
Healthy Michigan Amendment
means the death of the Merit
Scholarship program.”
Nevertheless, Grand Valley
Senate does have plans to
oppose
the
amendment.
According to Bell, the Senate
will hold a rally on Thursday,
Oct. 24, outside of the Eberhard
Center on the Pew Campus at
5:30 p.m. Senate has also par
ticipated in rallies across the
state,
including
one
in
Southfield on Saturday, Oct. 12.
They are also passing out pam
phlets to voters.
Merkle suggests that if stu
dents would like to help oppose
the amendment they should
vote and tell their friends and
families to vote too. Healthy
Michigan is doing much of the
same on their Web page,
http://www.healthymichigan.or
g/NEW/homepage.asp. On it
one can print flyers, register for
the latest news on the topic and
send e-cards to people remind
ing them to vote.
If students would like more
information on either campaign,
they can go to either www.meritaward.state.mi.us
or
www.protectmiconstitution.co
m. Students can also go to
www.gvsu.edu/ballotquestion
to find out more about how
Grand
Valley
stands on
Proposal 4. For more informa
tion on Citizens for a Healthy
Michigan,
go
to
http://www.healthymichigan.or
g/NEW/homepage.asp.

♦v

TONY PURKAL $587
and
for Campus Affairs the universiStudent Senate ty needs sev

eral
hun
dred.
“We spend
thousands of dollars a year on
recycling,” Leeser said. “The
recycling program is do.ie as
being a good neighbor and stew
ard of our resources. I think
many students arc supportive of
it.”
Grand Valley recycles about
450-500 tons of material a year,
which is only 20% of the total
waste that is generated on cam
pus. he said. There is more of a
supply of recycled materials
than there is a demand for them.
That is why the university can't
find a place now to take brown
and green glass as they did in
the past.
“I guess what needs to hap
pen is that consumers need to
create a bigger demand for recy
cled products, for it to grow,” he
said. "We arc flooding the sys
tem and there is no demand "

n
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Campus
from press reports

I

Pants appram
mid-war tuition hike

According to the Grand Rapids
Press, The Ferris State University
Board of Trustees approved a mid
year tuition hike Friday, increasing
full-time undergraduate student
tuition 8.5 percent over last year.
Last May the board had
approved a 5 percent increase for
this year. Ferris President Bill
Sederburg claimed the increase was
needed because of p<x>r economic
conditions and anticipation of state
revenue cuts.
The
board
unanimously
approved the increase as part of the
fiscal year 2003 general fund oper
ating budget.
The overall increase for the
academic year is 6.7 percent, still
the lowest among the 15 public uni
versities, according to university
officials. The tuition will cost stu
dents $83 more next semester,
bringing full-time resident tuition
to $2,750. The May increase will
cost students $264 more this
semester than last school year.
Michigan’s universities struck
a deal with legislators in February,
agreeing to increase tuition no
more than 8.5 percent or $425 —
whichever amount was greater. In
exchange, the state agreed to shield
universities from cuts in state
appropriations. Even with this lat
est increase, Ferris is still in com
pliance with that agreement.
“The mid-year tuition increase
is something that we think we need
to take some of the pressure off,”
said Ferris Budget Director Sally
DePew. “It will position us much
better for next year to respond to
the challenges that we think are
forthcoming.”
Student Government President
Kaci Baars said most students were
not aware a tuition hike was
planned. However, some students
she talked to have the “general feel
ing it’s not that much.”

Campus Health Center
warns against meningitis
With all the recent publications
regarding meningitis at universities,
the Campus Health Center wants to
remind everyone that the meningitis
vaccine is available at the Campus
Health Center, I63B Fieldhouse
Arena. The cost of the vaccination
is $80. It is not required to have this
vaccination, but it is recommended.
Meningococcal vaccine can prevent
two of the three important types of
meningococcal disease in older chil
dren and adults. The vaccine is not
effective in preventing all types of
the disease, but it does help to pro
tect many people who might
become sick if they don’t get the
vaccine.
The health department recom
mends the vaccine for college stu
dents. especially those who live in
dormitories. Please note that Grand
Valley State University currently
has no reported cases of meningitis.
For more information, please stop
by the Campus Health Center or call
(616)-331 -2435.

Women's center creates
Volunteer Corps
The Grand Valley State
University Women’s Center is
happy to announce the creation of
the Women’s Issues Volunteer Corps
(WIVC). We are looking for stu
dents who are available to do long
and short-term volunteer projects
focusing on women’s and girl’s
needs in the West Michigan commu
nity. The program is run out of the
Women's Center and will operate
year-round; this year from August
2002- August 2003.
Each student who participates in
a long-term commitment will be
trained by the volunteer coordinator
of the WIVC to assure that they arc
educated about the agency/organ ization and prepared for the demands,
challenges, and rewards associated
with service-learning. These train
ing sessions are offered throughout
the academic year, as need arises,
but with emphasis on the first four
weeks of each semester. The train
ing will be offered three days per
week at various times for the con
venience of the students.
Currently, the agencies request
ing a semester-long commitment arc
FIA (Family Independence Agency
of Kent County), YWCA- Girls
Space Program. Women's Resource
Center, West Michigan Academy of
Music for Girls and Girl Scouts.
If you would like more informa
tion, you can check us out on the
web. We are at _ HYPERLINK
"http://www.gvsu.edu/women ccn"
www.gvsu.edu/womcn_cen and
you can sign up on our listscrv to
receive e-mail updates. We arc also
located in 161 Kirkhof Center or
you can contat t us via e-mail _
H Y PER LINK
"mailtowomcnctr@gv5u.edu"
womcnctr@gvsu.edu_ or via
phone at 895-2748.

Brandon Avery, Neu>s Editor
nett >s@lanthorn. com

Grand Valley tries to cut down on ‘spam e-mail’
Brandon Avery
Grand Valley Lauthorti

If a person sends out an email to a sporadic group of peo
ple on a sensitive issue, the
sender usually would brace
themselves for criticism as well
as possible praise.
When a Grand Valley State
University professor sent a
response to an e-mail, he lound
more than the typical criticism,
he found his ability to reach his
e-mail account had been dis
abled.
When
professor
Jeff
Dongvillo, social work, returned
Monday, Sept. 23, from a busi
ness trip he was without e-mail
capabilities because of a viola
tion
of
Information
Technologies regulations. The
violation occurred when he sent
out a mass e-mail expressing his
disagreement with the timing of
the special convocation last

week for Sen. Vernon Ehlers.
"Should not faculty have the
ability to reach out and commu
nicate across the campus com
munity," questioned Dongvillo,
"certainly with the colleagues
and perhaps with other people
on campus."
Dongvillo is not convinced
that he was purposely censored,
he said, although he feels that
he, as well as Professor Eaaron
Hcnderson-King, who sent an email regarding a peace rally for
Iraq and had his e-mail accessi
bility taken away, inadvertently
were censored by IT.
What amplifies the problem,
Dongvillo said, is that other fac
ulty members such as professor
John Hewitt, criminal justice,
who sent a mass e-mail the same
day
as
Dongvillo
and
Henderson-King regarding a
pro-Bush rally, retained his email privileges.
"The end result of that tech
nician closing down Eaaron

Henderson-King’s e-mail and
mine on the Sept. 19," Dongvillo
said, "meant that he and I could
not receive further e-mails,
either of other faculty or stu
dents, who might have been
interested in the issues we were
raising. They left open the
Hewitt account, which meant
that pro-Bush people that want
ed to support and get that thing
organized could do that. So my
issue is that there wasn’t an
equal or uniform application."
Bob Fletcher, vice president
of Information Technology, feels
the actions taken are within rea
son.
"Our policy is not unusual at
all," Fletcher said about the uni
versity's spamming policy. "It's
a policy I hope we never have to
use."
The university chose to con
sider the activities as spamming,
which is the unwanted solicita
tion of e-mails, and retracted
Dongvillo's password.

Dongvillo received an 8:30
a.m. voice mail on Sept. 19 from
Tom Norman, GVSU computer
system analyst, informing him
that if e-mails from his account,
which Norman had received
complaints from faculty about,
didn't cease his password would
be taken away.
"I am not sure what actions
the postmaster took that morning
upon his arrival at work in rela
tion to the supposed complaints
and the volume of e-mail in the
system," Dongvillo said. "I can
not believe that the volume of emails by 6:51 a.m. had escalated
to the point of endangering the
integrity and functioning of the
system, thus justifying such a
rapid and radical response from
him to my account."
Sue Korzinek, director of
Information Technology, still
holds that there are other ways to
post your opinions to the univer
sity community.
"The e-mail policy prohibits

spamming," Korzinek said
"There are other methods like
bulletin boards and list serves
for means of communication."
Dongvillo continues to feel
that there may have been care
less activity that took place in
retracting his password, but is
hopeful that things will change
He would like to see a different
process in place in deciding
when to retract faculties e-mail
capabilities.
Dongvillo would also like
the university to find a way to
send out mass e-mails to other
faculty to be looked at by the
receiver's
discretion
Conversation could then contin
ue on message boards.
Fletcher is also hoping foi
the best, with the basics still as
his primary focus.
"The primary issue is mak
ing sure it works how it should,"
Fletcher said.

More fans at sporting means more food and funds
Katie Van Loo
Grand Valley Lanthorn
With the increased fan atten
dance at Grand Valley State
University football games over
the past several years, the con
cession stands have been boom
ing.
Marc Scharphorn, assistant
director of athletics for game
and event operations, said that as
the games have gotten bigger,
those running concessions have
definitely noticed the difference.

"With any event, when you
bring in thousands more specta
tors, your operation is stressed,"
he said.
This added stress affects
everything from providing ade
quate staffing, to finding space
to sell products, to purchasing
sufficient amounts of those
products. Scharphorn said.
"We have added some equip
ment and some trailers to assist
with this," he said. "But we still
do not have the proper space for
storage or sales needed to sup

port a l(),(XX)-plus crowd."
Inadequate storage space is
what caused a problem at the
first home contest of the season,
when the drinks ran out before
the game's end.
"We did not have the space
to hold the extra supply nor real
ly keep it cold," Scharphorn
said. "We brought in a refriger
ation truck for the subsequent
games to assist with that."
He also said that judging
how much of each product to
order is a very important part of

A brand-new beginning

keeping up with concessions.
The athletic department
serves fans via one main conces
sion stand at the football games.
This stand has two windows.
In addition to the main stand,
there are three trailers and one
small cart.
"We also have hawkers that
go in the stands to sell certain
items," Scharphorn said.
Student employees work at
the concession stands.
"We hire through student
employment - about 30 students
per season," Scharphorn said.
There is a variety of items
sold at the football games,
including hot dogs, chips, pop
corn, candy bars, coffee, hot
cocoa,
hot
pretzels
and
brautwursts.
"I like to keep the products

we sell simple and what most
spectators will buy when they
come to our games," Scharphorn
said.
"I consult with the
Whitecaps and also look at other
concessions venues when I trav
el to games to see what they may
be selling and if it may work for
us and be profitable."
Scharphorn said he also pays
attention to how other venues
have customers line up and how
they handle cash.
"It has to be flexible and I try
to adjust as we go to make sure
we are serving the needs," he
said.
Profit made from conces
sions "helps Intercollegiate
Athletics, which assists with the
operations of the athletic pro
gram throughout," Scharphorn
said.

Lyon hired as new
director of News and
Information Services
a sense of being home.”
After working in the televi
sion business for so long, Lyon
came to a point in her life where
Covering the news is more she needed to make a decision
about her future.
than a career, it’s a lifestyle.
She wanted to work some
Mary Eilleen Lyon. Grand
Valley State University's new where closer to her home in
director of news and informa Grand Rapids, where she is mar
tion services, was in the news ried with four children. Lyon
business for 21 years before she looked around to see all the dif
ferent job opportunities and
came to Grand Valley.
She said one of her favorite heard about the opening at
parts of the job is the opportuni Grand Valley.
“Grand Valley is a stable
ty to continue working in jour
environment, but very progres
nalism.
“I am happy that I still get to sive,” she said. “There is so
be in news,” Lyon said. “The much growth and opportunity
only difference is that before I here.”
After interviewing for the
covered different topics in dif
ferent places, now I cover those job, she was hired by Matt
different topics in the same McLogan, the vice president for
university relations.
place.”
“Mary
That
was
Eilleen brings
part of the rea
great skill and
son she decided
experience to an
to take the job.
important posi
“It was the
tion,” he said.
opportunity to
“I'm delighted
use the skills I
that she accept
have as a jour
ed our offer to
nalist in a new
join the Grand
way,”
Lyon
Valley family.”
said. “I can
Lyon
said
broaden
my
she is thrilled to
experiences and
be a part of the
provide myself
Grand
Valley
with a new
staff as well.
future. This was
“This
just good tim
Grand Valiev Lanthorn / Ahhey
change
is excit
ing in my life."
Urttmansperyrr
ing," she said. “I
Lyon Mary Eilleen Lyon.
think
Grand
worked as an
Valley
is
a
anchor corre
spondent for several news sta vibrant member of the commu
tions including channel 13. nity and I wanted to be a part of
WZ/.M-TV. and channel 3. it.”
Lyon wants to use her job to
WWMT-TV.
Though she has lived in generate excitement about the
Western Michigan for the past work her department docs.
The writers on staff have
17 years. Lyon grew up in a sub
urb of Chicago and then moved news backgrounds and are com
to Atlanta with her family. She fortable in the atmosphere, she
received her bachelor's degree said. Lyon thinks that will help
in broadcast news journalism the writers create a more inter
esting portrayal of the Grand
from the University of Georgia.
For the first few years after Valley campus.
“Our goal is to extend the
she graduated, Lyon moved
around the country, working for message of Grand Valley fur
different television stations, but ther," Lyon said. “We want not
then she ended up in the only Western Michigan to know
what Grand Valley has to offer,
Michigan area.
“I felt like I belonged in the but also the state and region.”
Midwest," she said. “There was

Marisa Kwiatkowski
Grand Valley Lanthorn

LeeAnne Stone demonstrates to fellow faculty members as well as students the benefits of the new Language
Lab in the reopened Mackinaw building

Scientists continue monitoring stream
Danielle McGillis
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Environmental officials and
volunteer citizen scientists gath
ered together on Saturday, Oct.
12, to conduct a stream search
that will determine the health of
watersheds in Kent County, for
the second time this year.
The stream search is a bio
logical stream monitoring proj
ect that is coordinated by the
West Michigan Environmental
Action Council, located in
Grand Rapids. Leaders and vol
unteers measure the ecological
health of each stream, by check
ing the diversity of aquatic
species living in them, and then
it is given a score. Jim Dunn,
associate professor of biology at
Grand Valley State University
has been training leaders for the
past three years.
“I teach them what to recog
nized and how to identify the
macroinvertebrates,” he said.
“It’s not as easy as you would
think ”
Dunn participates in the
event every year as part of his
community service commitment
that comes with being a profes
sor at Grand Valley, but said he
enjoys it very much.
“I feel so insulated some
times when working in Grand
Valley,” he said. “This is a way I
can get out into the community
and I enjoy it a whole lot.”
The first stream search was
conducted earlier this year in
May. Of the 32 streams that
were given ratings, six streams
were scored as excellent, 12
streams were good, eight
streams were fair and six
streams were said to be in poor

condition. The Oct. 12 search
was done to compare the num
bers and get a more scientific
outcome and overview of the
conditions.
The organisms studied in the
stream search are called benthic
macroinvertebrates, which are
stream-bottom dwelling crea
tures without backbones that are
big enough to see with the naked
eye. These may include snails,
aquatic insect larvae, mussels,
crayfish and aquatic worms.
Some of the organisms arc
extremely sensitive to pollution
or to water temperature, and
others are able to live in very
polluted water. By checking the
diversity of the organisms that
arc living in the streams, along
with the numbers, the health of
the stream can be determined. If
a variety of organisms are
found, the stream is deemed to
be healthy.
Patricia Pennell, stream
search coordinator for WMEAC
said about 75 people showed up
for the event.
Chris Veldkamp, of the
Michigan
Department
of
Environmental Quality Surface
Water Quality Division in Grand
Rapids, was one of the volun
teers. She said she participates
in the event because she enjoys
it and that it is not for work pur
poses.
“I participate in it because it
is something I personally
believe in and enjoy doing,” she
said. “There are leaders that arc
trained in advance and then they
take their small little group and
go to a specified area in Kent
County. The group is made up of
all volunteers."
“We had a really nice mix of

people," Pennell said. “Some of
them were teachers, professors,
college students and high school
students."
Pennell said the stream defi
nitely showed signs of being
affected by growing populations
and development.
“When a certain amount of
development takes place near a
watershed, there is a lot more
pollution in the streams," she
said. “It docs seem that are
many streams that arc in trou
ble.”
“The most important thing to
do, is what we are doing; col
lecting data and sharing it with
the public. Pennell said. Many
people are not aware of what a
stream actually is. I've had peo
ple pull up on the side of the
road next to me and ask me:
What are you doing in that
muddy old ditch? They don't
realize that it’s not a ditch, it's a
stream.”
“What we are doing is a real
ly good start.” she said. “We are
supplying data to the state of
Michigan, and they have funded
it this year and the last.
Partnering with them has been
very helpful. Also with involv
ing citizens, we have real people
doing it—real people doing real
science."
Pennell said that the stream
search is a fun activity that any
one can do. The group searched
25 streams and still have several
more to do. There will be anoth
er stream search of the Rogue
River Oct. 19 at 8:30 a.m.. Data
from both searches will be avail
able in about eight weeks. For
more
information, contact
Patricia Pennell or WMFLAC at
616-451-3051.
\
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Too much attention
The “Zero Tolerance, Zero Chances” grant has recently been
thrust into action assuring parties and underage drinking
across campus will be at a minimum. While the fact that an
attempt to curve underage drinking to a halt is a positive step,
an increase in police patrols on campus is highly unnecessary.

GVLl SPEAK UP

As much as many administration members and ALERT labs would like to
deny it, drinking and partying does occur on and around campus. Nancy Harper,
director of ALERT labs at Grand Valley State University emphasized last year
that 23-24 percent of students at Grand Valley do not drink. While that stat is
' impressive, that still means 76-77 percent of students at Grand Valley do drink.
Is that number shocking? Not really. It’s almost a sub-culture of college life,
and it doesn’t matter how many police officers are patrolling the campus, it is
still going to occur.
•*’
Although partying is almost a common point within a college environ• ment, students need to realize that they need to use common sense when letting
• loose on the weekends and having fun. In other words, think about the alterna
tives first before your actions take place. “Hmmm...let’s think here. If I jump
off a hood of a car and smash another guy on the head with a beer bottle, that
probably won’t help with my citizen of the year campaign.”
As Grand Valley Director of Public Safety Allen Wygant said, “I think com
mon sense is going to tell you. Don’t be outside, draw attention to yourself and
be a minor with alcohol.”
The reason this whole new grant has taken place is not because Grand Valley
is out of control and nobody can control our parties. Come on! Allendale is no
Michigan State! A gathering of a few hundred people one night after the football
game is no reason to go all crazy and say that we are out of control. Now if we
start rioting like State students did after they won the National Championship in
basketball (flipping over police cars, etc), then I can understand why a red flag
might be thrown in order to stop rioting. But this is ridiculous. A task force is
going out every night to break up all of these big, riot-filled parties that are never
taking place in the first place! The only reason this is happening, besides the
notion at cutting down underage drinking, is because a few students decided to
act stupid one night and cause a major disturbance. According to Sgt. DeHaan of
Public Safety, the task force’s main goal besides curving underage drinking is to
break up any “disorderly gatherings.” Once again, where are all of these wild
gatherings taking place? Are disorderly gatherings considered the same thing as
college students having a good time by all of these officers? Allendale, by no
means is Sin City. It is one of the more conservative areas in the state, which is
probably why one incident has raised so many eyebrows.
If common sense prevails with parties on campus, maybe these officers might
t
realize it is a waste of time to patrol Grand Valley like a bunch of vultures
swarming over road kill. It’s understandable that control needs to be in order, but
- let us have a good time! Most of us are responsible adults and we don’t need the
constant patrol of cops roaming in front of our supposed enjoyable atmosphere.

This week the Grand Valley Lanthorn asked six community members:
Do you think Public Safety
should increaso thoir party patroisP

"Yes because sometimes
you have to learn your
lesson the hard way, or
you’ll never learn it at
all.”

"No sir."

" / don’t think they
should increase patrols
because they already
had enough this week
end."

Abbi Donaldson
Sophomore
Health Sciences

Sari Cafmeyer
Sophomore
Art & Design

Michelle Nuyen
Freshman
Undecided

NJ.T.

Lanthorn Quote of the week
a

(grandVadey is a stahfe environment, but very

progressive. T'here is so much growth and opportunity
here ”
- Mary EiUeen Lyon

Director of News and
Information Services

GVLl OPINION POLICY
The Ultimate goal of the Grand Valley
Lanthorn opinion page is to stimulate
discussion and action on topics of inter
est to the Grand Valley Community.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn welcomes
reader viewpoints and offers three vehi
cles of expression for reader opinions:
letters to the editor, guest columns and
phone responses.
Letters must be signed and accompanied
with current picture identification.
Letters will be checked by an employee
'of the Grand Valley Lanthorn.
Letters appear as space permits each
, issue. The limit for for letter length is
1 one page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right to edit and
i condense letters and columns for length

j

restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn will not be
held responsible for errors that appear in
print as a result of transcribing handwrit
ten letters.
The name of the author is usually pub
lished but may be withheld for com
pelling reasons.
Send letters to:

Editor - Grand Valley Lanthorn
100 Commons
Grand Valley State University
Allendale, MI 49401-9403
Or e-mail them to:

"No, I think they do a
pretty good job now. My
roommate Rob got an
M.I.P. last week. Maybe
the should take the
weekends off like every
one else."
Joe Matecki
Graduate
Mechanical Engineering

7 don’t really think they
need any increase in
police patrol. It is just
excess funds allocated
needlessly."
Murani Lewis
Senior
Computer Science/
Business

"Yeah, it’s their job to
enforce the law and
our job as citizens to
obey it."
Jonathon Gilbert
Junior
History Major

Watch for this computer icon. It points to special on-line
extras. Just one more way we are trying to get you the news!

www.lanthorn.com
www.lanthorn.com

-get your newsl

editorial @ lanthorn xom

GVL| STUDENT OPINION

Free Tibet Part II: China needs more freedom, not Tibet
Perhaps the greatest misconcep
tion regarding Tibet is that it was
some sort of liberal democracy
before the Chinese invasion. This
is far from the truth. Tibet had
I
been a throwback to the Middle
J Rick
Ages, a suppressive theocracy that
I Willtgen
allowed no internal dissent or
| writes for the debate and kept its population in
> GVL Student virtual slavery. The monks and
temples that were the government
j Opinion.
of T:bct relied on this system to
> His views do keep them well fed and clothed,
< not
seeing all that wanted to change the
system as heretics. The Dalai Lama
^ necessarily
himself was an isolated ruler with
! represent
J those of the no real contact with his people and
no conception of what daily life
{ newspaper.
meant for his subjects.
i
After the invasion, the Chinese
jC
government stayed out of the politi
I
1
cal. social, and religious life of
I\
Tibet, concerned only with Tibet’s
economy and foreign policy. It
wasn’t until a failed revolt in 1959

that the Dalai Lama had to flee
Tibet, nearly a decade after the
Chinese had moved in. After 1959,
things did change in Tibet, but I
would argue that it had little do
with Tibet specifically. This was
the period of the “Great Leap
Forward" and “Cultural
Revolution" policies in China. It’s
true that Tibet suffered at this time,
and that there was a policy of sup
pression, but I would argue that this
was the case in all of China. Tibet
was no special case to Beijing, just
another province.
Many people often tell me about
how China suppressed the Tibetan
religion, but this is yet another mis
conception. While it’s true that
many monks were imprisoned and
some temples destroyed, this was
not because of any anti-religious
sentiment on the part of the Chinese
but an attempt to flush out political
dissidence. Remember that prior to

its re-incorporation into China,
Tibet had been a theocracy.
Therefore the temples and monks
were flashpoints for resistance to
Chinese rule.
I will not argue that there was
repression in Tibet during Mao’s
rule, but like the Soviet Union after
Stalin death, things changed when
Mao died in 1976. After 1976, the
Chinese government began a new
policy which encouraged the
growth of Tibetan culture. The pol
icy of suppression during the
Cultural Revolution was dropped,
even to the point of putting Tibetan
language on China's money along
with Mandarin. Perhaps most sur
prising is the fact that the Dalai
Lama was invited back into the
country. He refused Today Tibet
is officially classified as an
autonomous region, and they do
have more control over internal pol
itics than most of China.

When 1 look at the issue of
Tibet, 1 sometimes think that Free
Tibet advocates are deluding them
selves in their search for a righteous
cause. The fact of the matter is that
Tibet is in a far better position as
part of China that it would be as an
independent nation. Civil works
and infrastructure that would have
been impossible with Chinese
resources are now taken for granted
in Tibet. And let’s face it, Tibet is a
part of China. It was a part of
China for hundreds of years, and to
separate it now would set a danger
ous precedent. Not only would it
ignore the rights of non-Tibetans
within China, but also it would start
the world down a slippery slope.
If China is forced to give up
Tibet does that mean that the Jews
have to leave Israel? What if
Mexico demanded the return of the
land we took from them a hundred
years ago? Where would this end?

Ultimately, I think the majority
of the Free Tibet movement is a
western self-delusion. There are
many, many people who truly
believe that they are doing the right
thing. But let’s look at the Tibetans
themselves. They have turned Free
Tibet into a multi-million dollar
industry that helps to support their
lifestyle within India. The will to
actually return to Tibet has left all
but the most fervent Tibetan expat.
Inside Tibet. they have relative
autonomy.
While I agree they don’t have
total freedom, that is a problem of
China as a whole not just Tibet. If
the misguided believers in a Free
Tibet really wanted to help the
Tibetan people then that is what
they should focus on. Forget Free
Tibet, let’s make a free China.
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What you’re not being told about Proposal 4s

Kenneth
Riley
writes for the
Student
Opinion. His
views do not
necessarily
represent
those of the
newspaper.
(jVL

As a student at Grand Valley
State University, I found it interest
ing that the Student Senate and
President Mark Murray felt it was
necessary to spend their time
(which my tuition pays for) writing
campus-wide e-mails and flyers
telling me how to vote. In all truth,
the issue of how to vote on
Proposal 4 is very simple; it comes
down to a question of morals. I
noticed that Mr. Murray forgot
some vital information in that email he sent out Sept. 30. He
seemed to he at a loss of words
when he said, “Proposal 4 would
divert the funds to other purposes.”
Well. I thought I would help him
out and let the students know what
those “other purposes” are.
The fund that this proposal
refers to is money that was given to
the state of Michigan by tobacco
companies. After 40 years of the
tobacco companies winning every

lawsuit, a few state attorney gener
als (including Michigan’s own
Frank Kelley), “launched a lawsuit
against tobacco companies that
charged them with dispensing death
and disease. Michigan won a set
tlement of about $300 million a
year for 25 years.” You can imag
ine the excitement and relief when
all those who had suffered by los
ing years off their lives and spend
ing hundreds of thousands of dol
lars in hospital fees, found out that
their battle was finally won.
Unfortunately, Michigan had other
plans.
“The lawsuit originally sought
to compensate stales for the dam
age done to their residents' health
from smoking. Instead, Gov. John
Engler and lawmakers have used
the money to, among other things,
balance the state budget (about
$1(K) million a year) and give
$2,500 college scholarships to

thousands of high school seniors.”
That is a direct quote from an
article that was meant to show the
problems with Proposal 4. I per
sonally see it as proof that Gov.
John Engler, and certain representa
tives in the Michigan Government,
have STOLEN the tobacco settle
ment money from the ones who
really deserve it and gave it to,
mainly, middle class white kids to
help them pay the state’s astronom
ical tuition fees. These students
would have, more than likely, still
attended college even if they had
not received the MEAP scholar
ship. The majority of students at
Grand Valley have innocently
accepted this blood money without
really knowing where it was com
ing from. Well, now the word is
out, and apparently there are many
people who feel the moral thing is
to give the money back. If
Proposal 4 is passed, it will consti-

tutionally earmark 90 percent of the
tobacco settlement money, half of it
going to nonprofit hospitals, nurs
ing homes and a private health
foundation. Most of the rest would
go to anti-smoking programs,
through initiatives led by the
American Lung Association and
American Cancer Society.
Unfortunately, Michigan’s uni
versities are trying to brainwash
you into believing they deserve and
need this money. One can see this
is not true when they realize that
“Michigan is currently one of
ONLY THREE STATES that has
NEVER used any tobacco settle
ment dollars for tobacco prevention
and reduction. Consequently,
Michigan also has one of the high
est death rates in the nation from
smoking at about 15,000 people
annually. In addition, Michigan
has one of the nation’s highest
smoking rates.” True, everyone

would like an extra $2,500, but are
we willing to take the money out of
the wallet of a 70-year-old man
hooked up to a respirator in a hos>
pital? In a sense, that is what the)
state of Michigan is doing and
many people want to stop it. Many
people believe that, “It’s not the
tobacco companies’ responsibility
to provide scholarships, but it is
their responsibility to pay for the
problems their products cause.”
The issue comes down to a ques
tion of morals. If you believe that
students truly deserve this money,
vote NO. If you would like to tell
Michigan’s universities that you
will not be brainwashed and you do
not want their BLOOD MONEY
anymore, vote YES to Proposal 4.
It’s your decision.
Kenneth Riley is a junior at
Grand Valley. He can be contacted
at rileyka@ student.gvsu.edu.

GVL LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
and I highly recommend he check Ins
resources!
Allow me to begin by stating a hypo
This letter is in response to Mr.
critical
statement made by Mr. Armantrout.
Armantroufs letter to the editor in the Oct.
He states in his letter, "Why should they
13, 2002 issue, f irst, there is a major prob
| Israel | relinquish their country to settle a
lem with his so-called "facts" about the
fight that they did not start?" Palestinians
Israel/Palestinian conflict. What's most dis
turbing. however, is that Mr. Armantrout, in have ALWAYS occupied the land. When
Britain promised European Jewish leaders
effect, completely rejects the notion of a
that they would establish a Jewish state in
peaceful resolution to the confliet--some- ’
Palestine, no one consulted at all with
thing that the vast majority of Palestinians
Palestinians. Therefore, the Palestinians
AND Israelis WANT! While he claims that
HAD TO RELINQUISH their land and
Mr. Murray has "omitted facts" from his
livelihood because of this action.
article "Sharing Israel best option then, best
A problematic mistake in the conflict is
option now," Mr. Armantrout has complete
that while the world, including the
ly misconstrued the "facts" he provides.
Palestinians,
have
acknowl
edged Israel's
right to have
a state, it is a
Volume 37, Number 8
known fact
that Israel is
Page 1 “Health Center..." The downtown health building’s
now occupy
hours are Monday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday from 9
ing a portion
a m. - 5 p.m. and Tuesday 11 a m - 8 p.m. Also, the picture is
of historic
in the Kirkhof School of Nursing.
Palestine (the
West Bank
Please contact the Lanthorn if you find any errors of fact in the
and Gaza
Strip) in
newspaper by e-mailing editorial@lanthorn.com or calling (616)
VIOLATION
895-2460.
of UN reso-

How can there be peace without
justice to both parties?

lutions 242 and 338. This portion of his
toric Palestine is inhabited by Palestinians
who lived there all their life. It is only 23
percent of historic Palestine. From this, it
should be questioned: Why does Israel
refuse to give Palestinians their right of
establishing their own state in the West
Bank and Gaza Strip after more than 35
years of living under a brutaf military occu
pation? How can there be peace without
justice for BOTH parties?
Mr. Armantrout makes a {joint to state
that "the refugee Palestinians begged
Jordan to allow them to enter their land,
and how Jordan refused." Perhaps this was
omitted from Mr. Murray's article because
it is not true. There remains a huge popula
tion of Palestinian refugees in Jordan to
this day. Palestinians still live in several of
the major refugee camps Jordan offers
since they were displaced from Palestine
after the 1948 and 1967 wars. Jordan did
NOT refuse entry to the Palestinian
refugees. In fact, Jordan welcomed
Palestinian refugees, giving them Jordanian
citizenship. This is a far cry from the socalled "begging." In addition, if Israel
offered the Palestinian refugees to go back,
why don't they let them go back now?
Israel's undisputed current position toward
the refugee issue is to refuse their return to
their homes, not to allow them back!
Though Israel always offered compensation

to the refugees throughout the negotiation
process on this issue, they never offered
return.
Lastly, the very idea that the PLO,
which is a relatively small and weak organ
ization, had MORE influence in the United
Nations than the United States, which by
contrast to the PLO holds a permanent seat
in the security council, is entirely ludicrous
and fictitious. I am not sure where Mr.
Armantrout obtains his information (or
rather, misinformation) but he is gravely
mistaken on most of "his facts." I am a
firm believer in a peaceful resolution to the
conflict, and that in order to achieve peace,
we must be truthful and acknowledge that
peace requires justice for Palestinians and
Israelis alike. By justice, this means TWO
states, one for Israel and one for the
Palestinians in the West Bank and Gaza
strip. In the words of Albert Einstein,
"Peace cannot be achieved by force, but it
can only be achieved through understand
ing."

possess. It would be a sad day for
women everywhere, not just in Michigan,
when voters decide to judge candidates
based on their anatomy rather than their
ability, or on whether they wear lipstick,
instead of whether they can lead. Such
thinking, whether directed at men or
women, whites or minorities, rich or poor,
is the same evil now that it was in 1902:
It’s sexism, and Jennifer Granholm should
be ashamed of promoting it. All kinds of
social problems would be alleviated if
Jennifer Granholm and the Democratic
Party would begin to judge people on their
character and not their physical characteris
tics.

Amie Bajalieh

In his or her letter two weeks ago,
Anonymous asserted that Richard M.
DeVos made inappropriate and intolerant
comments about minorities at a speech he
gave at Aquinas College. Anonymous
wrote adamantly about the importance of
bravely speaking out against intolerance,
and that not speaking out is tantamount to
being a tacit racist. Anonymous, if you
have the courage of your convictions you
must put your name on what you write. To
do less is conditional bravery. What are
you afraid of? What can Richard M. DeVos
do to you? He doesn’t care about some
insignificant social work major.
Former Student Senate President Ben
Witt does not deny that Richard M. DeVos
made these statements. Large contributions
to charity do not necessarily make a person

Granholm’s methods based on
gender, not on qualities

Jennifer Granholm is playing up the
fact that she’s a woman, and hoping people
will vote for her based on her gender. She
thinks it matters whether leadership doesn’t
"just offer lip service, but
maybe... actually wears lip
stick" (Free Press 8/22/02).
She takes funding from
groups that refuse to endorse
men. I resent her methods.
Women fought long and hard
“Top 11 examples when you know your
in this country for the right to
vote, and we should remem
professor has lost their mind.”
ber that with that right comes
responsibility: To judge can
didates
as we wish to be
1. Your anatomy professor: “Alright students, who wants
judged, on the qualities we
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to volunteer to donate a couple kidneys today?”
2. Your biology professor: “Today we are talking about the
female sexual organs. Woo hoo!”
3. Your history professor: “Forrest Gump was a wise
man...”
4. Your math professor: “Say you're in the slammer for 1012 years, multiply that by the breaking and entering that
your dirty ex-wife got ya for, now how long is that?”
5. Your chemistry professor: “Who wants to blow some
stuff up today?!”
6. Your business professor: “If the mob is after you, then
you should consider shutting down your business.”
7. Your journalism professor: “Playboy is looking for
good, quality writers."
8. Your English professor: “Aww. forget this proper
grammar. Who's ready for some Pig Latin?”
9. Your psychology professor: “Students, psychology
gives you the chance to really mess with some people's
minds.”
10. Your criminal justice professor: “If some punk kid tells
you that you smell like bacon, make sure they know who's
boss.”
11. Your music professor: “Yes, I'm Slim Shady, yes I'm
the real Shady, all you other Slim Shadys are just
imitating..."

Lance Elliott Griffin
Grand Rapids Resident
616-464-3544—home after 6 pan.
616-977-8400 ext 2121-work
Intolerance is wrong in every
context

PLEASE SEE LETTERS, 13

On this date at GVSU:
1987: Plans for unveiling the Louie the Laker
statue in front of the Grand Valley Fieldhouse
are introduced.
v1996: A Grand Valley female student was
stabbed during an attempted mugging that
occurred on campus. The victim received a
puncture to her stomach, which required
surgery at Butterworth Hospital. The suspect
was never found.

1

1999: Grand Valley Facilities Planning and
Housing proposes a $1.4 million addition that *
will add an arch to the main entrance on the
,
Allendale campus, plus other renovations.
2000: Legendary comedian Bill Cosby perfbrxxijs <
at Grand Valley in celebration of Homecoming i
weekend.
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Change the World of Healthcare....Become a

Doctor of

Chiropractic

Help People

Gain the skills to assist your patients to achieve
and maintain a healthy lifestyle.

Income
Earn a substantial salary commensurate with your
position as a Doctor of Chiropractic

Be Your Own Boss
Most Doctors of Chiropractic are in private
practice working an average of 40 hours per week

Become a Doctor
Prestige respect and expanded leadership
opportunities are available as a Doctor of
Chiropractic
Call Logan College of Chiropractic today to
change the world of healthcare!

1-800-533-9210

Logan

www.logan.edu
loganadm@logan.edu

( ollcge*nf*( hiropractic

1661 Scho.m.1 Rd f>„t«"*»<«1 MO 6XX*

MAYO CLINIC

Embark . ,
on an Adventure
Mayo Clinic Nursing offers unparalleled opportunities for career
mobility and growth. At Mayo Clinic, you have the opportunity to
practice your profession in a world-renowned medical center with
a reputation for high standards, where nursing practice is closely
integrated with advanced education and research programs. Our
hospitals are acute-care, teaching facilities where quality nursing
is our tradition and mission. Mayo Clinic Nursing has received the
Magnet Hoepttal Recognition Status for Excellence In Nursing
Service. Magnet Status is the highest recognition awarded by the
American Nurses Credentialing Center for excellence in nursing
service and professional growth. To learn more about nursing
opportunities for new grads, please visit our website at

www.mayoclinic.org
Mayo Clinic
Rochester, MN
Phone: 800-562-7984
Fax: 507-266-3168
e-mail: careers9mayo.edu

Refer to job posti■ g #02-39. UGNSU
Mayo Clinic is an affirmative action and
equal opportunity educator and employer
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Lindsay Deverman Inker Life Editor
lakerlifeLivlantborn.com
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Tips from the Grand Valley
i Stale University Counseling
j Center and Career Services

; L John Zaugra
■* ■ Career Services
October
is
Development Month!
+)

r

Career

With job markets being
unpredictable and influenced
by many variables, it is difficult
to plan for unknown job fore
casts or employment trends,
according to the editors of the
Wall Street Journal.
Helping individuals plan for
the future is one of the goals of
the Counseling and Career
Development Center and the
Career Services Office. As a
result, staff members have
jointly developed a series of
programs, workshops, and sem
inars designed to assist students
to build on what they know
about the work and careers.
Students are invited to par
ticipate in a month-long pro
gram of interesting career
activities. Learn how to identi
fy your career strengths and
challenges or select a college
major. Learn how to make
good career choices and identi
fy appropriate career alterna
tives or to prepare for the grad
uate record examination and
other national standardized
assessments
required
for
admission to graduate and pro
fessional training programs.
Workshops and seminars
are planned for all students,
including the undecided stu
dent, the returning adult learn
er, the graduating senior, and
those seeking employment and
graduate education. Plan to
identify and participate in those
career activities suited to your
needs and goals:
Here is a list of some career
workshops
and
seminars
planned for October.
-Beyond Your Degree:
What it takes to obtain a non
profit or government position.
Oct. 10 @ 5-6 p.m.. University
Club—DeVos Center.
- Reducing Procrastination
Oct. 10 and 17 @ 4-5 p.m.,
STU Room 204
- Pew Campus; Exploring
Careers for the Downtown
Student
Oct. 14 and 21 @5-6 p.m.,
DeVos Center, R<x>m 116 B
- How to work a career fair
Oct. 14 @ 12-1 p.m.,
Kirkhof Center, Room 201
- International & Foreign
Language Career Seminar
Oct. 17 @ 4-5 p.m.,
Kirkhof
Center,
Rooms
215/216
- Job Fest 2002 —Fall
Career Fair
Oct. 22 @ 10 a.m.-3:30
p.m.. Eberhard Center
- Study Skills
Oct. 24 and Nov. 13 @ 2-3
p.m., STU, Room 203
In addition, all first-year
university students am invited
to participate in a career writing
contest. Submit an essay on the
topic of “Diversity in the Work
Place.” Limit your writing to
3(H) words, double spaced.
Contest winners are eligible for
gift certificates at the GVSU
Bookstore. Submit your essay
by Oct. 25 to John Zaugra in
the Counseling Center, Room

204.
Plan to participate in one of
a variety of career activities
during October. Begin plan
ning for your career future
today.

Grand Valley lanthorn / Luke Wark

1 he Grand Valley State Alumni House/Visitor Center, which officially opened in 2000. graces the main entrance of the Allendale campus

Alumni House, Barbee hope to strengthen alumni relations
Lindsay Devlrman
Grand Valley Lanthorn

There were only 223 stu
dents enrolled at Grand Valley
State College in the fall semes
ter of 1963.
Grand Valley has since
become a university and has
had more than 47,000 gradu
ates, said Chris Barbee, director
of Alumni Relations at GVSU.
In 2000, the Alumni House
and Visitors Center was built on
Allendale's campus to honor
Grand Valley’s alumni. It is
also used for wedding receptions, campus community meet
ings and other entertainment
purposes.
The house cost approximate
ly $2.5 million to build and was
funded mostly through donors.
There were more than 4,000
financial contributors and their
names were engraved on six
gold plaques in the entrance
w ay of the building.
An Alumni Service Award
Dinner is being held at the
house on Oct. 12, Grand
Valley’s homecoming. The din
ner distinguishes two alumni
for their contributions to the
Alumni Association. This

holds a capacity of 150 people.
Valley’s history. Naneee Miller,
year's honorees are Francie
Other rooms can be rented
a 1968 Cirand Valley graduate,
Brown and Andy Scott.
out in the house. A library,
was the first director from 1974
Barbee said he wants Grand
communication center, confer
to 2002. A portrait of Miller
Valley graduates to come back
ence room, study and overnight
hangs outside the Perry Dining
and be a pail of the GVSU
guest
commu
rooms
nity. His
can
all be
goal as
rented.
director
The
of
house has
Alumni
four guest
Relations
rooms —
is to get
two
alumni to
upstairs
have
and two
continual
down
ties with
stairs.
the uni
Barbee
versity
said
the
so they
guest
can see
rooms
how it is
can
be
constant
used
for
ly grow
intervie
ing.
Grand Valley Lanthorn / Abbey Itettmanspeiyer wees for
"We
The Alumni House is home to a variety of events, including wedding receptions and carri- jobs on
want to
fii:.t; ;• ir: l>■.: .! );i. i
| pus community meetings
campus
get grad
or Grand
uates
Valley alumni. A continental
Room in the house.
back on campus and get them
breakfast is served every morn
The dining room has names
excited," Barbee said. “We
ing for overnight guests.
painted on the ceiling for peo
hope people are proud of this
Barbee said he has many
ple who bought the space, as
place.”
goals
since taking the position,
well as people’s names in
Taking the job in August of
lie
wants
to take advantage of
bricks outside on the patio. The
2002, Barbee is the second
current
GVSU
students and
room
can
be
rented
out
and
alumni director in Grand

make them proud of Grand
Valley so they always stay con
nected with the university.
Another goal is to form a com
munication round table and
have graduates from the School
of Communications at Grand
Valley talk to current students
in communication classes.
Barbee, a graduate from the
School of Communications in
1987, wants the graduates to
talk to the students about how
they got into the field and got
their jobs.
“It one, gives alumni a
chance to give back, and two,
students get to see the house,”
he said.
Barbee calls his position a
“dream job.”
He once worked for WGVU
in the 1980s. He said he is very
proud of how much Grand
Valley has grown since he was
a freshman in 1984 with a stu
dent population of 7,135.
He proposed to his wife on
campus, was married in the
Cook-DeWitt Center and had
his wedding reception in the
Alumni House, which he called
a “true Cirand Valley affair.”

Males are just as concerned about their looks as females
Dianne
Christensen
GramI Valley Lanthorn

Women tire not alone
when they are counting
the calories and checking
themselves out in the mir
ror. Studies show that men
are also concerned about
their looks and some are
facing dangerous conse
quences, such as eating
disorders.
Males comprise 10
percent of all people that
have eating disorders like
bulimia and anorexia,
according to a study by
Anorexia Nervosa and

Related Fating Disorders,
Inc. It also reported body
dysmorphic
disorder
affects about 2 percent of
people in the United States
and affects males and
females equally.
Anorexia is when a
person stops eating, and in
some cases, starves to
death Bulimia is binge
eating and food later is
thrown up. Bixly dysmor
phic disorder is being
obsessed with appearance,
body shape, body size,
weight, lack of muscles
and facial blemishes.
Males who arc in
weight monitored activi
ties, such as wrestling,

gymnastics, track and
swimming are more likely
to develop these disorders.
Todd Jager of Grand
Valley State University's
athletic department, said
there are a few males with
eating disorders. He said
most of them arc in
weight-regulated sports,
like wresthng. When this
happens the department
consults with someone at
the
Comprehensive
Treatment for Fating
Disorders.
“I believe btxly image
affects all people in some
way,”
Jager
said.
“Everyone has an opinion
on their own b<xly image. I

don’t believe that the
GVSU community is
unlike the rest of the coun
try regarding unhealthy
b(xly image behavior.”
One GVSU student,
who wishes to be referred
to as only Chris, said his
friend has expressed con
cern about how he kxiks.
“He was upset that he
had gained a few pounds,"
said Chris, a freshman.
“He eats a lot of salt
though and is thinking
about going on a diet.”
Chris also said he
thinks about how he hxiks
and lifts weights.
“BixJy image is impor
tant,” he said. “I think

most GVSU students think
of their image.”
Traci Pohl, the aero
bics coordinator at GVSU,
said she thinks most peo
ple are concerned about
looking g(xxl.
“I don’t think it is a
bad thing,” Pohl said.
She has not heard of
any males having eating
disorders
at
GVSU.
However, she said most of
the males do not partici
pate in aerobics and are
more interested in lifting
weights and bulking up.
Gail Hall, of the
Comprehensive Study of
Eating Disorders, said
males arc not as affected

by eating disorders where
weight loss is concerned
because of how our socie
ty paints the picture for
women to look. She said
American s(x:iety expects
women to be thin. Men arc
expected to be manly and
muscular.
“If the ideal physique
is to have perfect men as
s<K'iety presents women,
we may see more prob
lems with eating disorders
in men,” Hall said.
Some helpful hints for
prevention are to learn
about the warning signs of
PLEASE SEE BODY, 7

Grand Valley offers many solutions for safe sex Online calendar keeps
Lindsay Deverman
Grand Valley lanthorn

It is common knowledge that
premarital sex is indeed a reality
at
Grand
Valley
State
University. Another reality that
can sometimes be a scary part of
sex is unexpected pregnancy.
Unlike some colleges. Grand
Valley’s Health Center gives
prescriptions for the morning
after pill and other birth control
methods.
“We make sure the appropri
ate counseling is done, and then
we can give a prescription for
the morning after pill," said
Marie Kcllow, registered nurse
at the Health C'enter.
She said samples of birth
control pills are available, as
well as eight condoms for SI.
Pamphlets on sex education,
birth control methods, absti
nence, sexually transmitted dis
eases and other sexual matters
arc also at the center
Appointments for gyneco
logic exams and tests for sexual
ly transmitted diseases can be

arranged at the Health ( enter on
Grand Valley's Allendale cam
pus. Spectrum Health tcx»k over
the center in August of this year,
so there is a charge for the
provider and the lab tests done
there.
Many places on Grand
Valley's campus provide servic
es that deal with issues on sex.
Planned Parenthood does
anonymous pregnancy testing
and it is avail
able on a walkin basis at the
university's
Wellness
('enter every
other Tuesday.
Con fidential
HIV
screen
ings are also
offered
through
St.
Mary's Hospital, said Laura
Kennctt, Wellness Center ccxir
dinator Appointments can lx*
made without giving a name by
calling 895-2600.
Kennctt said an HIV/AIDS
health fair will be held on cam

pus in December. Other health
fairs are held throughout the
school year. I he fairs are funded
through the Wellness Center’s
budget.
Volunteers are always need
cd at the health fairs, Kcnnett
said. Student organizations that
are involved with safe sex and
AIDS programs are especially
helpful.
The Counseling (’enter on
campus
provides
cou rise ling
for students
who want
to talk with
someone
about sex
issues,
including
rape.
Students
can walk in without an appoint
merit and meet with a counselor
Monday through Friday from 8
a.m. to 6 p.m.
Diana Pace, director of the
Counseling Center, said the ccn
ter is involved with programs

and workshops on sex educa
tion.
She said students have
numerous misconceptions con
cerning sex.
“Students shouldn't put t<xi
much pressure on sex because of
the implications it brings,” Pace
said “It carries a significant
emotional burden.
“I have seen some research
that indicated that cvcryfxxly
else thinks everybrxJy else is
being more sexual. People aren’t
as sexual as they think anyfxxJy
else is.”
Pace said many students
don’t realize sexual assault and
alcohol arc often correlated. A
personal self-defense class is
held at the Women’s Center for
women to protect themselves
from sexual and physical
assault. The Counseling Center
may be reached at 895-3266.
Other health services arc
provided at the Health Center,
including physicals, immuniza
tions and treatments for pain.
The center may be contacted at
331-2435.

students informed
Nate Hoekstra
Grand Valley lanthorn

Grand
Valley
State
University students who claim
there is never anything to do
around campus arc wrong. It is
just that they don’t know what is
going on, and they don't know
how to find out what is happen
ing.
Grand Valley has an online
calendar that lists events rang
ing from an arthritis forum to
ultimate Frisbee and everything
in between. The calendar has
dates and times for club meet
ings, discussion forums and
workshops across campus,
many of which arc open to all
students.
Students can currently reach
the online calendar by opening
the GVSU home page and click
ing the C ampus Calendar link.
The calendar features the date
and time of the events along
with a brief description of the

event. The site also includes the
current Allendale weather so
students can sec how the weath
er will be before heading out to
an event.
The calendar is also fully
customizable. Students can sign
up for a weekly e-mail that
includes information on events
that the student specifics.
When students sign up for
the e-mail calendar, they can
select the types of events that
they want to be informed about.
“I like the e-mail calendar
because I don’t have to sort
through all the events on cam
pus to find the things that I want
to go to,” said senior Tim
Dailey.
However, not all students
use the calendar to find things to
do
“An online calendar? I did
n’t even know we had one of
PLEASE SEE CALEN
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Grand Valley grad running for state representative
Mark McGarry
Grand Valley Lanthom

A former Grand Valley grad
uate is taking his degree and
running high —right into the
world of politics.
Mark Kubik, a graduate of
Grand Valley State University
with a bachelor’s degree of busi
ness administrations in market
ing from the Seidman School of
Business, is furrently running
for state representative of
Michigan in the 76th district.
The 76th district includes a
small but highly populated part
of Grand Rapids, which also
includes the Pew campus.
“Grand Valley helped me
build a strong foundation to
what I’m doing today,” said
Kubik. The strong foundations
that Kubik mentioned Grand
Valley helped him build have
given him success in the busi
ness world. “Grand Valley has
helped me develop into a leader
in business,” he said. According
to Kubik these leadership quali
ties have helped him in building
a business as a financial advisor.
Kubik has maintained a con-

CALENDAR
continued from page 6
those,” said junior Jordan
Wuorinen.
Currently, there are only
about 125 students who use the
e-mail form of the calendar, but
any student can sign up to
receive
the
e-mails
at
www.events.gvsu.edu.
The
weekly e-mails are sent out to
recipients across campus at mid
night each Sunday.

State Representative Jerry
nection with Grand Valley by
serving as the secretary for the Kooiman of the 75th district also
Seidman School of Business thinks Kubik can make a differ
Alumni Association. He also is ence in West Michigan and for
running under a platform to Grand Valley.
“Mark Kubik understands
ensure quality education and
West Michigan values and
improve struggling schools.
“I want to help education, issues facing our community. He
especially at Grand Valley,” will be a great asset to Grand
Rapids and the
Kubik said.
--------------- 76th District of
Along with
Lansing,"
education issue, a
Kooiman said.
Kubik also pro I want to help
According to
motes tax reduc
Kubik, the time is
tion,
fiscal education,
right for him to run
responsibility in
for this position.
the legislators, especially at
He also points
affordable pre Grand Valley.
out that the open
scription drugs,
seat gives him the
and proportional
funding for West
MARK KUBIK opportunity to he
has needed to run
Michigan.
Kubik
Grand Valley Alumus for the position.
Because of his
believes that one
business backof the most ____________ _______
important
ground, educa
tion and skills,
aspects of his niatform is bring
ing proportional funding to this Kubik believes he could make a
side of Michigan. He also difference.
He is confident that his
believes that under this platform
he could make a sufficient knowledge will allow him to see
impact on the people of West the prospective of the business
and consumer, helping the peoMichigan.

n

Michele Golightly, coordi
nator of the Student Life office,
maintains the calendar and said
she is excited about the growth
of the calendar's popularity
from last year.
Many organizations are
becoming more familiar with
the calendar and using it to post
their meetings and events. Any
student can post an event to die
calendar, such as a study group
or a meeting of an organization.
However, the calendar is moni-

tored to ensure that only perti
nent and appropriate events are
posted.
“I encourage all students to
visit the site and use the calen
dar as a tool and to explore the
options of receiving the infor
mation
through
e-mail,”
Golightly said.
Any student with questions
or feedback about the e-mail or
the site should contact Michele
Golightly in the Student Life
office at 895-2345.

pie of West Michigan.
Kubik also realizes that run
ning for the 76th district seat
will be no cakewalk.
“It is a very tight race,”
Kubik said.
However, despite the tight
ness of the race Kubik also
encourages Grand Valley stu
dents to get involved with poli
tics by running for an office or
by otherwise involving them
selves in activities.
“It is [being involved in pol
itics! an opportunity that we in
this country need to take advan
tage of,” he said.
Kubik encourages students
to get out and vote on November
5.
If any student would like
more information about Mark
Kubik’s campaign, they can
reach him by calling (616) 4561060 or by e-mail at
Dist762002@aol.com. Students
can also visit his Web site locat
ed at www.MarkKubik.com.

BODY
continued from page 6
aware where help is avail
able. Pay attention to excessive
exercising. Coaches need to be
aware of students taking weight
control too far. Hall said to pay
attention to other warnings
signs such as obsessing with the
amount of food one eats and
with overall body physique.
Hall said males tend to hide
a body image issue and eating
disorder better than females.
“Guys can disguise it more
because it often begins with
excessive exercise,” Hall said.
“As the problem persists, you
definitely will see less food eat
ing, which can lead to anorex
ia.”
Hall said females are more
concerned in the beginning with
losing weight by not eating, and
that is why it is more noticeable

in females.
Another body image issue
males often have is taking
steroids to get bigger, Hall saRL
Hall said she encourages
anyone to come forward who
thinks he «■ she may have an
eating disorder problem.
If an eating disorder goes
untreated, 20 percent of people
die from it. With treatment,
about 60 percent of people go
on to have a healthy lifestyle,
according to a study by die
ANRED. The study also report
ed 60 percent of adult
Americans are over weight,
which includes males and
females. About 34 percent are
obese and many of these have
binge eating disorders.
Hall said she recommends
athletes to talk with coaches of
teams if the body image probr
lem is sports-related or call the
CTED at (616) 957-7700.

Grand Valley Lanthom / Luke Wark

Men’s problems involving their body might include working out too much or
the common female problem of anorexia.
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College Health Tip of the Week
Now that the Fieldhouse
Recreation Center has had its grand
reopening, it's time to get out there
and use it! If you haven't seen the
new and improved facility yet, you
will be amazed at all of the new
exercise equipment and machines
available. However, lack of knowl
edge or misuse of exercise equip
ment can lead to injuries. Here are
a few tips to training safely:
Always do warm-up and cool4own sessions for five-10 minutes
before and after exercising.

provided by Campus Wellness

If you are a beginner at
weight lifting, learn the correct
technique by using lighter weight
before progressing.
Balance cardiovascular training,
strength training, and flexibility to
prevent overuse of muscles from
one particular workout.
When lifting free weights over
head or over the body, always use a
spotter.
Follow the 10 percent rule:
Never increase your program
(walking or running distance or
amount of weight lifted) more than

10 percent a week.
Finally, don't compare yourself
to others: Each person develops
and improves at different rates.
The Campus Wellness Center
offers FREE equipment orienta
tions of the Recreation Center to
Grand Valley State University stu
dents and staff. Get a couple of
friends together, and a staff mem
ber will show you the exercise
equipment available and how to
properly use it. Call to make an
appointment at 895-3659.

Amber Roberts
Carol Challenger
Eric Klingensmith
Tammy Momber
Aura Oritz
Bob Brown
TimThimmesch
Donna Markus
Steve Leeser
Ken Stanton
Bill Lucksted
David Cox
David Feenstra
John Scherff
Gloria Myaard
Patty Schneider
Tim Schad

The Office ofHousing and Residence
wishes to thank the following Community
Members for assisting with the Housing
Check-In/Welcome Process. Your effort
and time are greatly appreciated.
Faculty/Staff Members
Jennifer Schick
Pam Potter
Jodi Chycinski
Bob Drake
Tory Parsons
Nechell Bonds
Michelle Gurley
Melanie Retberg
Wallace Holder
Leijhi Kowal
Cindy Zehner
Carol Thome
Deb Rambadt-Rumler
Henry Matthews
Bob Fletcher
Al Owens
Joy Flanders
Tim Selgo
Patricia Matthews
Stephen Burton
Joe Jacquet, Laura Mohr, and Hank
Dan Herman
Charleen Hayes-Joseph
Ginger Lange
Chris Plauff
Stacey Hiesler
Sue Ellen Terry
Scott Grissom
Salvador Lopez

Accounting Business Office
Administrative Computing
Admissions
Admissions
Admissions
Admissions
Admissions
Admissions
Admissions
Alumni Relations
Anthropology
ARA
ARA
Art Gallery
AS/CE/IT
Athletics
Athletics
Athletics
Biology
Biology
Biology
Biomedical Health Science
Career Services
Career Services
Career Services
Career Services
Charter Schools
Computer Science and
Information Systems
Counseling Center

Chris Scott
Sheila Klemm
Scott Vroegindewey
JoAnn Litton
Richard Cooley
Mary Warner
Coni Sullivan
Pam Porter
Sue Korzinek
Sue Johnson
Christine Drewel
Lisa Termaat
Michael Vetman
Milly Holtvluwer
Jill Reyers
Jane Mays
Nancy Mack
Pam Bechtel
Bobby Springer
Nancy Willey
Pat DeJong
Tim Peraino
Steven Lipnicki
Shirley Dilworth
Cori Scholtens
Jerry Lindman
Matt McCauley
Ann Chown
Gustavo Rotondaro
Mike Taylor
Sally Vissers
Jean Enright
Mark Murrary
Pat Waring
Teri Losey
Betty Sweet
Al Wygant
Brandon DeHaan
Bruce Morningstar
Bill O'Donnell
Kathy Ransom
Sara Pokorski
Elyse Sterenberg
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• Need your pills now? With H O PE, you may
be able to postpone your exam
• Our fees are based on a sliding fee scale
• Flexible hours-evening and
Saturday appointments available
• Ask about our walk-in clinics!

Annual Exam and Pap
Birth Control - choose the method that
fits your lifestyle
Depo Provera, Lunelle”
Nuva Ring*, Ortho Evra” Path

hours)
Condoms, IUD, Birth Control Pills, and more

Counseling Center
Counseling Center
Counseling Center
Development
Educational Connections
Facilities Planning
Facilities Services
Facilities Services
Facilities Services
Facilities Services
Facilities Services
Facilities Services
Facilities Services
Facilities Services
Facilities Services
Finance and Admini
strative Executive Office
Finance and Admini
strative Executive Office
Financial Aid
Financial Aid
Financial Aid
Financial Aid
History
Human Resources
Human Resources
Information Technology
Information Technology
Information Technology
Liberal Studies
Library
Library
Library
Library
Math
Math
Movement Science
Multicultural Affairs
News and Information
Office of Academic Support
Operations
Pew Student Services
Pew Student Services
Philanthropy
Philanthropy
Philanthropy
Philanthropy
Philanthropy
Physician's Assistant Studies
Political Science
President's Office
President's Office
President's Office
President's Office
Psychology
Public Safety
Public Safety
Public Safety
Public Safety
Public Safety
Public Safety
Public Safety
Public Safety

P

Planned Parenthood*
Talk to us in confidence.
With confidence

Dori Runyon
Emily Coville
Holly Kloostra
Barbara Bergers
Deyshia Boss
John Lyman
Wayne Kooistra
Phillip Anderson
Mihn Lien
Julie Sanderson
Craig Zoulek
Justin DeBoode
Ryan Zamarron
Bryan Eftink
Chad Skiba
Scott Hill
Emily VanderPuy
Rick Sykes
Mike Robbe
Eric Tubergen
Scott Roden
Arnell Fleming
Mark Rempalski
Kip Smalligan
Ester Burns
Sue Carson
Ron Postma
Jay Cooper
Chris Lewis
Mark Hoffman
George Lundskow
Don Williams
Kellie Pnacek-Carter
Chad Garland
Corey Marshall
Jessica Kay
Jessica Fields
Steven Nicolet
JoAnn Wassenaar

Public Safety
Public Safety
Public Safety
Public Safety
Public Safety
Public Safety
Public Safety
Public Safety
Public Safety
Public Safety
Public Safety
Public Safety
Public Safety
Public Safety
Public Safety
Public Safety
Public Safety
Public Safety
Public Safety
Public Safety
Public Safety
Public Safety
Public Safety
Purchasing
Purchasing
School of Education
School of Education
School of Education
School of Health Professions
School of Nonprofit &
Public Administration
Sociology
Sociology/Freshman Studies
Student Life
Student Life
Telephone Business Office
Telephone Business Office
Telephone Business Office
University Development
Women's Center

Student Organizations
Alpha Chi Alpha
Alpha Omicron Pi
Alpha Sigma Alpha
Alpha Sigma Phi
Alpha Sigma Tau
Black Student Union
Delta Sigma Phi
Delta Sigma Theta
Delta Zeta
GVSU Crew
His House
Honors College
Lambda Chi Alpha

Novus Next
PALS
Phi Beta Sigma
Positive Influence
Residence Housing Association
Sigma Kappa
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Sigma Sigma Sigma
Student Senate
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Theta Chi
Volunteer! GVSU
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Four inducted into GVSU Sports Hall of Fame
Hollie Harcourt
Grami Valley Lanthorn

Garrett
Valley Lan thorn

Division II and
proud
We may get stepped on, we
may have less money, and we
have comparatively smaller
fta&ities. 1*11 tell you what, I’ll
take this over big time Division
1 school any day of the week.
The close-knit atmosphere of
D0 and Grand Valley brings us
something that the big schools
can’t.
What I’m talking about are
die friends that we all share
amongst our teams and class
mates. As a student athlete
rayself, I know what the mood
is like of all our teams, particu
larly when we all interact with
each other. We may be super
stars in our own realm but we
don’t let it get to our heads. As
far as the athletes go, we’re just
students in a classroom just like
everyone else. We all know
each other though; we tend to
spend some time in the field
house.
We’ve heard the stories
from the big schools. I have a
friend who ran track for MSU. 1
asked him if the team ever hung
out together and what that team
was like. He had no idea. He
didn’t really even know many
people on the team let alone
hang out with them all the time.
Everyone was too stuck on
a--------------------------

The close-knit
atmosphere of
DII and Grand
Valley brings us
something that
the big schools
can't.
themselves to worry
about anyone else on the team.
And what about that basket
ball coach over in EL? He must
not have much to offer to his
athletes beyond the locker
room. MSU has had some good
basketball teams lately, but
imagine if they could keep their
athletes in the program for more
than the semesters that their
sport falls into.
Here’s a similar story over at
that other big school, U of M. If
you’re not an athlete over there,
you got nuthin! A similar story
as above, I have a friend who
ran cross-country over there.
He was great talent for DII, but
wanted more. He went to DI U
of M. By the end of his fresh
man cross-country season, he
was injured and done for the
year. I saw him at the end of his
freshman year, and he told me
that he’s not going to go back to
the team, it wasn’t fun and he’s
wasn’t getting anything out of
it. Too bad, more wasted talent
that really could have done
some damage.
It just so happens that we
have two of the biggest DI
schools in the nation for enroll
ment and athletics here in
Michigan. So it almost seems
rnifair to compare those two
schools to our Grand Valley
because they don’t share the
(ove we have.
Something tells me those
two big schools are not alone.
I’ve traveled around with my
team. I see the other big
schools. They are all the same.
If you’re not another piece of
hay in the haystack, you’re too
good to talk to anyone else
around you.
If I have 15 minutes to walk
from my class in Lake Superior
Hall to Au Sable Hall, I’m push
ing it to make it there on time.
HI end up talking to so many
people that I know, the 100meler walk takes 20 minutes.
Tint’s why I love this place, we
ail know everyone!
Now some might see that as
a had thing, but I don’t and I
don’t think I’m alone. The
atmosphere here in our school is
why I’m here, and I’m sure
many of you are too.
Division II gives us people a
chance to succeed in our chosen
gpoft instead of talking about
W$ time we almost made the
nictice squad. People ask me
If I’d do it the same way again.
I say no, I wouldn’t have wast
ed my time applying to other DI
colleges

‘/

Every year Grand Valley
State University inducts new
members into it’s sports hall of
fame. This year is no different.
On Friday, October 11, 2002,
four more members joined the
hall of fame.
There was a banquet in their
honor held at the Kirkhof
Center.
The next day at the GVSU
homecoming football game
against Northern Michigan, the
inductees were honored during
halftime.
With the addition of these
four, there are currently 66
members in GVSU’s hall of
fame starting from 1986. Along
with the banquet and ceremony
the inductees will join the other
members of the hall fame on the
wall in the Fieldhouse. Their
names will be displayed on
plaques there.
The first of the new
inductees is Tom Beck.
Beck was a football coach
here at Grand Valley from 19851990. During his career here, he
claimed rights to many coaching
records for GVSU. His .735
winning percentage and his win
ning streak of 22 wins in a regu
lar season throughout three sea
sons are a couple of these
records.
Beck also led the
Lakers to the NCAA Division II
playoffs twice in his career.
Also, in 1989, he coached the
first GVSU football team to ever

Volleyball
rebounds
from loss
to Ferris
Maureen Notestine
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Kill: I. to cause the death of;
slay. 2. to defeat 3. What the
GVSU volleyball team does to
their opponents. 4. A skill per
fected by Carly Miller.
Perhaps Webster’s diction
ary says it all.
And even if it doesn’t, the
Laker volleyball team did with
their 3-1(30-22, 30-21, 27-30,
30-28) victory over Gannon on
Saturday, Oct. 12.
The Lakers rebounded for
the victory after quite possibly
one of their poorest performanc
es of the year against the Ferris
State Bulldogs. The Lakers had
their 14 match win streak
snapped with the 3-2 defeat.
The Lakers lost the first game,
but then won the next two.
However, the capacity crowd at
Ewigleben Arena helped rally
the Bulldogs to pull out games
four and five for the decision.
Carly Miller led the way for the
Lakers with a .308 hitting per
centage to go along with 20
kills.
With the defeat to Ferris and
the victory over Gannon, the
GVSU volleyball team is now
ranked No. 3 in the AVCA Top
25 with an 18-2 overall record
and a 9-1 record in the GLIAC.
Grand Valley had a season
high of 78 kills against Gannon,
led by Carly Miller and Chara
Fehscnfeld.
Miller had 22 digs and 21
kills with a .388 attack percent
age. Not very surprising for
Miller, who has tallied 20 or
more kills in five matches this
season. Her career total is 1,
942, which is only 46 away
from becoming the all-time kill
leader for Grand Valley State
University.
Fehsenfcld had 20 digs and
18 kills with a .350 attack per
centage. Her total career digs at
GVSU is 1,338.
Of course. Miller and
Fehsenfcld had a little help,
namely from Nicole Bayle,
Sabrina Bird and Elisa Joris.
Bayle had seven blocks at
the net, five kills, picked six off
the floor and had a career high
of 63 assists.
Bird rejected six at the net,
had seven digs and 16 kills for
the Lakers while Joris had 10
kills.
The Lakers will return to
action on Friday, Oct. 18 as they
travel to Wayne State for a 7
p.m. matchup and then to
Hillsdale on Saturday. Oct. 19
for a I p.m matchup.

go through a regular season with
no losses, along with that his
1989 team and 1990 each
brought Grand Valley a league

many as "Odie". Odejewski was
a student at Grand Valley as well
as a coach and the Assistant
Athletic Director. During his

his stay here, Odejewski was
part of Brain Kelly’s football
staff hut after five years of
coaching, he was given the job

Grand Valley Lanthorn / Will Hurrah

The Class of 2002: (from left) Former Grand Valley football coach Tom Beck, baseball standout Terry Smith,
women’s basketball star Marie Thomas, and Amanda Odejewski, widow of the late Rob Odejewski. Athletic director
Tim Selgo accompanies the honorees.

title. Overall, Beck finished his
career with a 50-18 overall
record including a 29-7 GLIAC
record.
The next inductee is Rob
Odejewski, better known to

time here at GVSU, Odejewski
made many contributions to the
Lakers athletic program. One of
the events he was active in was
the adding on of six suites to the
football complex. Also during

as Assistant Athletic Director.
Sadly, Odejewski passed away
on April 12,2002.
The first of past GVSU ath
letes to be inducted along with
Beck and Odejewski was Terry

Smith. Smith was an outstand
ing baseball player for GVSU
between 1978 and 1981. Smith
also leads GVSU in the career
hits category with 201 hits.
Another record that Terry Smith
holds is the thud best batting
ave*~ge for players who were on
the team for three or more years,
which he accomplished with a
.397. Other records include sec
ond for most for homeruns with
29 and triples with 14. Smith
finished off his season at GVSU
taking the title of NAIA AllAmerican for second baseman.
The fourth and final inductee
for GVSU was Marie Thomas.
Thomas was a women’s basket
ball star for GVSU.
She
obtained four letters throughout
her career here from 1990-1994.
During her playing time here,
Thomas was a GLIAC honoree
three times. Along with that, she
led GVSU in scoring and
rebounds for the last three years
in which she played here. A
record held by Thomas that is
still ranked number one in
record books today is her 44
points in one game that she
scored against Lewis University
during the 1992-1993 season.
She also claimed her spot at sec
ond for career rebounds for
GVSU finishing with 934.
So there you have it,
GVSU’s class of 2002 inductees.
Each and every inductee along
with their many contributions
that they offered to GVSU’s ath
letic program are highly appreci
ated and respected.

Showdown in Saginaw
Maureen Notestine
Grand Valley Lanthorn
They have seen it before. A
team ranked high in the polls
looking to take away their No. 1
ranking. They have defended it
before, and the Grand Valley
State University football team is
hoping that history will repeat
itself.
Earlier in the season the
Lakers were matched up against
and defeated the University of
Califomia-Davis in what some
called the biggest game of the
year for the Lakers. Now, GVSU
will face the No. 4 ranked
Division II team in the nation,
Saginaw Valley State.
Both teams have winning
records, with the Lakers going
5-0 on the season while the
Saginaw Valley State Cardinals
are 6-0.
The Cardinals will he under
the direction of head coach
Randy Awrey, who is on his
fourth year at SVSU and boasts
a record of 30-11. Grand Valley
will be under the helm of head
coach Brian Kelly, who starts his
twelfth season with the Lakers.
Kelly has an all-time record with
GVSU of 95-34-2. Perhaps his
experience will make the differ
ence on Saturday, as both teams
have stacked up their offensive
and defensive line for a tough

■ Last year’s
thrilling playoff
match-up between
the Lakers and
Cardinals was a
game for the ages.
Joe Conklin
Grand Rapids Press
Courtesy of GVSU Sports Info.

Brian Kelly's voice pierced
the din in the jubilant Grand
Valley State locker room.
"This was a game for the
ages," the Lakers' coach told his
football players Saturday. "This
is our moment."
No. 2-ranked Grand Valley
rode raw emotion and the confi
dence of a third-string quarter
back to a 33-30 victory over
Saginaw Valley State at rainy
and windswept Lubbers Stadium
and a berth in the NCAA
Division II national semifinals.
Sophomore Ryan Brady
threw two touchdown passes in
the second half and ran for a
third TD as the Lakers (12-0)
beat Great Lakes Intercollegiate
Athletic
Conference
rival
Saginaw Valley (11-2) for the
second time this season.
The Lakers, who hadn't won
a playoff game in school history
until this season will meet No. 9
Catawaba (N.C.) in next
Saturday's semifinals. The site

Grand Valley State
5-0 overall, 4-0 GLIAC.
Last week: Defeated
Northern Michigan, 5114.
Key stat: 2. The num
ber of interceptions by
defensive back Lucius
Hawkins against the
Wildcats, including a
57-yard return for a
touchdown,

Saginaw Valley State
6-0 overall, 6-0 GLIAC.
Last week: Defeated
Findlay, 69-7.
Key stat: All-America
candidate QB Matt
LaFluer completed 1221 passes for 220 yards.
He had 5 total touch
downs. (4 passing, 1
rushing).

battle.
The Cardinals boast quarter
back Matt LaFIcur who was 12
for 20 passing with 221 yards
and four touchdowns as well as
rushed for 46 yards and one
touchdown to lead his team to an
impressive 69-7 win over
Findlay last weekend. That was
all before he was relieved by

Mark Radlinski who had one
touchdown pass and one rushing
touchdown as well as by Brad
Sundholm who had two touch
down passes and one rushing
touchdown.
Grand Valley will pit Curt
Anes against the Cardinal quar
terbacks. Last weekend Anes
completed 14 of 25 passes for

of the game will be decided
today in a conference call with
NCAA officials.
"I'll be very disappointed if
we don't host the game," Kelly
said. "We meet all the criteria
the NCAA has set."
Brady, a starting wide
receiver for the Lakers, was
pressed into service at quarter
back late in the second quarter
when
starter
Todd
Wojciechowski suffered a rib
injury.
"Like coach told us all week
long, we arc a team," said Grand
Valley's David Kircus, who had
three TD catches and hurdled the
Saginaw Valley line to block an
extra point attempt. "We put our
heart into this game."
Brady led Chcsaning to a
1998 state championship as a
quarterback and ran "about 20
percent" of the Lakers' plays in
practice last week at QB.
"I've always been a quarter
back at heart," Brady, who ran
for 88 yards on 22 carries and
completed three of seven passes
for 59 yards and one TD. "I
always knew if anything drastic
happened or an emergency had
to come, I would get thrown in
there."
Brady was recruited by
Grand Valley, but elected to play
at Division I Ohio University as
a walk-on. He transferred to
Grand Valley and moved to wide
receiver because of the Lakers'
depth at quarterback.
He started 11 of Grand
Valley's 12 games at receiver.

entering Saturday's contest with
12 catches for 163 yards and one
touchdown.
"I feel more comfortable at
quarterback than receiver,"
Brady said.
Wojciechowski became the
starter when conference play of
the year Curt Anes suffered a
season-ending knee injury in the
Lakers' Nov. 17 playoff opener.
Wojciechowski
threw
two
touchdown passes to Kircus in
the first half and returned later to
run selected plays.
Brady's three-yard run with
5:34 left in the game was the
winning touchdown. He also
threw an 11-yard TD pass to
tight end Phil Condon, a 38yardcr to Kircus and ran out the
clock in the last 3:27 after
Saginaw Valley cut the gap to
33-30.
Kircus caught 25- and threeyard
TD
passes
from
Wojciechowski in the first half
as Grand Valley rallied from a
10-0 deficit. Kircus has 32 TD
catches this season.
"We were drawing up plays
in the sand to find a way to win
the football game." Kelly said.
"Our hat has to go off to Ryan
Brady and the competitiveness
he showed."
Grand
Valley's
Lucius
Hawkins had two interceptions
to spark the Lakers' defense that
was under constant pressure
from Saginaw Valley quarter
back Matt LaFleur, who Kelly
called "one of the most creative"
players he's seen in 15 years of

196 yards with the three TD's.
Also having an impressive show
for the Lakers was David
Kircus, who hauled in five pass
es for 75 yards including two
touchdowns. Kircus improved
his career touchdown reception
mark to 52, passing Jerry Rice
and Troy Edwards to stand akue
as the all time leader in that cat
egory in Division II and IAA.
SVSU holds a record of its
own as well.
The Cardinals lead the
league in points per game with
52.8. They also boast safety Pat
Cavanaugh who recorded 10
tackles, one loss and forced fum
ble and one interception last
weekend alone.
The GVSU defense is also
looking very strong. Lucius
Hawkins ended up with two
interceptions including one he
returned for a touchdown
against Northern Michigan last
weekend while the Laker
defense tallied five sacks and
also forced two fumbles with
Joe Ballard and Matt Yoches on
the
recoveries.
Orlando
Williams led the defense with
eight tackles.
“It’s two undefeated teams;
its not going to make or break a
season, but the winner is going
to be in the driver’s scat for the
conference
championship,”
Kelly said about the upcoming
game.

coaching at Grand Valley.
LaFleur ran for two touch
downs (70 and four yards) and
tossed TD passes to Mark
LaFreniere (two yards) and
Keath Bartynski (13 yards).
"Our whole focus was on
LaFleur," said Grand Valley
linebacker Clarence Lindsey,
who had eight tackles and three
sacks for nine yards in losses.
"He'll make it happen for
them...but he can't beat a team
all by himself.
"This is an adverse sport.
You're going to face adversity all
season. The team that comes out
here and plays better ball will
win."
LaFleur showed his creativi
ty in the 70-yard TD when he
scrambled to turn a failed pass
play into a score. He also kept
the Cardinals' hopes alive with a
desperate 33-yard fourth-down
pass to LaFreniere on their last
drive.
"I can't say enough about
how disappointed I am right
now," LaFIcur said.
"I'm
speechless basically."
The TD pass to Bartynski
came with 3:27 left in the game,
but Grand Valley ran out the
clock.
"I feel like we ran out of
time," Saginaw Valley coach
Randy Awrey said. "I think we
would have won the game if wc
had gotten the ball hack."
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At the end of their winning match, the GVSU #2 Doubles Team continued to play strong and consistent. Shown
here, Kellen Lynch receives one of the last serves from the opponents, while Marie Cameron is up at the net ready
for a return.

Tennis seeded no. 3 for
upcoming GLIAC tournament
Hollie Harcourt
Grand Valley Lanthorn

On Friday, Oct. II, the
GVSU women’s tennis team
hosted Mercyhurst College.
Grand Valley State University
walked away victorious, once
again, winning the match with a
final score of 6-3.
On the doubles side of the
day, GVSU jumped into the lead
quickly. All three doubles teams
grabbed a win going into the
singles competition. With the
win, it leaves Kellyn Lynch and
Marie Cameron still undefeated
in doubles play.
In singles action. GVSU and
Mercyhurst went three and
three. Nikki Fairchild picked up
the first win at the number two
spot. Her final scores were 6-1
and 6-0. Lynch was the next to
get a “W” for GVSU at the
number four spot with final
scores of 6-4 and 6-3. Finally
the third win came from the
number six spot with Kim
VanSprange in the spot light.
She finished off her match w ith
final scores of 6-3 and 6-1. With
this win, it leaves GVSU with a
record of 8-2.
On Saturday, Oct. 2I,
GVSU picked up yet pother
win in their final match (Of, regu

lar season play. The opponent
was Ashland and the match took
place on the courts of Allendale.
Not only did GVSU pick up the
win, they defeated Ashland with
and outstanding score of 9-0.
“They have done an excel
lent job. To be honest, I hadn't
paid much attention to the team
in the past, but this year they
have proven to be very good at
what they do,” Shelly Bosscher,
a GVSU sophomore said about
the team's play so far this sea
son.
During
doubles
play,
Cameron and Lynch finished
their regular season perfect at
the number two spot. Also,
Fairchild and Laura Sukup took
the w in at the number one spot
with a score of 8-2 while
VanSprange
and
Alison
Koopscn took an 8-0 win at the
number three spot.
“I’m most impressed with
the work of Cameron and
Lyneh. They seem to work so
well
together,”
Gemma
Bourgeua said about the pair.
In singles competition, the
spot light was focused on
Stephanie
Donston
and
Fairchild. They each finished
their singles matches without
dropping a game. Cameron.
Lynch, Koopscn and Zanobia
Svcd also finished oil their sin-

glcs matches with victories for
GVSU.
After this match, it leaves
GVSU seeded No. 3 in the con
ference with a record of 9-2.
They will enter the GLIAC tour
nament on Oct. 25-26 in
Midland.
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Busch & Busch Light

22oz Bottles
Out The Door

jftnjNM
Busch & Busch Light

Mon - Wed 6am - 1am
Thurs & Fri 6am - 2am

24 Pack Case

Sat 9am - 2am
Sun 9am - 1am

411 Wilson Ave
Just North of Lake Michigan Drive

plus tax & deposit
alcohol sold on Sunday

Why pay for 12 months,
when you're there only 9?

Recreation Room
Billiard Tables
Swimming Pool
Modern Kitchen Appliances
Full Bath & Shower
Air Conditioning
Cheap Cable

GVSU Athlete of the
Week

...and more!

GRANrMlJLHY
Stati Univeraity

Campus View

r»

Apartments & Townhomfs
For More Information Call

616-895*6678
Campus
View

10235-95 42nd Avenue
Allendale. Michigan 49401
Located next to Afterwards Cafe

Sophomore Lucius Hawkins has
been named the Lanthorn's GVSU
Athlete of the Week. Hawkins, a
5-It) defensive back, picked off
two passes in the Lakers 5I-I4
victory over Northern Michigan.
During his first interception, he
returned it 57 yards for a touch
down.
Last season, he was named the
National Football Weekly Ga/.ette
Defensive Player of the week
(Nov. 25). He also picked ott two
passes last year against SVSU in
the Division II playoffs.
Hawkins is majoring in criminal
justice at Grand Valley.

Server Sunday's
$1 off for Bar &
Restaurant Staff
ALL NIGHT

Pitchers
$4.50 Domestics & $7.50
Imports & Micro Brews

2 for Tuesday's
‘r h <

B < s '

S < a I

I r

$2 for Anything & Everything
?Xif1
from 9pm - 11 pm

"own

CINEMARK-GRANDVILLE
Rivertown Crossings Mall 616-532-8731 L

g

•Early Bird Specials
'Bargain Matinees
•Student discounts

HAPPY HOOP

For tickets and showtimes visit

cinemark.com
While there register
to receive
FREE showtimes
via email!

Abandon

Beers & Drinks
Half Off everything else,
9pm - 11:30pm

DJ Kattzz
Top 40 Dance Party

OPENS FRIDAY
Formula 51

College Night

438 BRIDGE ST.

GRAND RAPIDS, Ml

616.774.5969

One block west of Grand River

DJ Greg Knott
& DJ Kattzz
The Best in Top 40 & Dance Music

(all theatre for showtimes or visit (inemarkdom
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Homecoming Kings

Lakers 51, Wildcats 14

passing yards on 16-42 passing
by Northern Michigan’s Kyle
Swenor. The Lakers also sacked
Swenor four times.
Northern came into the game
having only given up six sacks
all year.
Laker coach Brian Kelly
said, “Northern Michigan has a
good diverse scheme, we took
away their ability to throw the
ball.”
Since the Lakers had
Northern on their back from the
get go they must have decided to
make the most of it. One of
Northern’s best pass plays came
in the third quarter when the
Lakers tipped a Swenor pass at
the line of scrimmage and it

at the 7:00 mark of the third
quarter.
Grand Valley Lanthorn
David Kircus hauled in five
passes for 75 yards including
It seems that rain and cold
two
touchdowns.
Kircus
temperatures are the ideal condi
improved his career touchdown
tions for Grand Valley State's
reception mark to 52, passing
football team. The Lakers
Jerry Rice and Troy Edwards to
looked great in their 51-14 tri
stand alone as the all time leader
umph over Northern Michigan
in that category in Division ll
Saturday night before 9,560
and IAA.
soaked fans.
“He’s one of those guys,
The Lakers improved their
who especially in the red zone,
record to 5-0 (4-0) while drop
is going to make plays”, said
ping Northern Michigan to 4-2
Kelly, who increased his record
(4-l).
at Grand Valley to 95-34-2.
The game was over before it
Terrence Banks also had
started. After the Lakers went 3
five receptions for 75 yards.
and out on their first possession,
The Grand Valley fans that
they manufactured a 98-yard,
toughed out the weather caught
12-play drive on
a glimpse of the
their
second,
future in the sec
capped
off
by
ond half as the
Reggie Spearmon’s
best
offensive
touchdown
run
plays of the day
from two yards out.
came from Laker
Spearmon, who
freshman
run
had three touch
ning
back
downs
on
the
Brandon
evening, finished
Langston.
with 80 yards on 15
Langston
;
carries. He left the
had runs of 54
game with a turf toe
and 71 yards,the
injury in the third
latter of which
quarter.
went for a touch
The drive was
down.
the Laker’s second
Kelly
longest of the sea
remarked that it
son, only surpassed
was “nice to get
by last weeks 99him in there”,
yard drive against
and that “he
Michigan Tech.
looked
pretty
With the wet
Grand Valley Lanthorn / Will Hurrah good.”
weather the football Grand Valley quarterback Curt Anes dashes up field and looks for a
Next week
was skipping off receiver to pop open. The Lakers fought through the rain to gain a 51- the Lakers will
hands all night, but 14 victory.
play
fourth
the Laker defense
ranked and unde
held on for two interceptions, wobbled into a Northern feated Saginaw Valley State.
both by Grand Valley linebacker receivers hands as he lay on his After the game Kelly spoke
Lucious Hawkins.
about the upcoming battle. “It’s
back.
Hawkins returned his first
The Laker rush defense was two undefeated teams; its not
interception of the night 57 equal to the task as they held going to make or break a season,
yards for the Lakers second Northern to I0l yards on 36 car but the winner is going to be in
touchdown to increase their lead ries and forced a fumble recov the driver's seat for the confer
to 14-0 with 3:35 left in the first ered by safety Joe Ballard.
ence championship,” Kelly con
quarter and Grand Valley was
The weather was not an tinued that the Lakers “are not
off and running.
excuse for offensive deficiency going to do anything different”,
Grand Valley’s pass defense because Grand Valley racked up in preparing for Saginaw Valley
was superb in allowing only 185 454 yards of total offense. Laker State.
If Saturday night’s game was
quarterback Curt Anes went 1425 for 196 yards and three any indication the Lakers do not
touchdowns before being lifted need to change a thing.

Matt Cook

Student Loans: $18,000
Rent: $500
Credit Cards: $700
Car Insurance: $900

MEETING YOUR FUTURE EMPLOYER: PRICELESS!11
Jobfest 2002

Wednesday October 23,2002
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
2nd Floor, Eberfaard Center

(Pew Campus)
Meet employers from a wide variety of organizations, and obtain career Information on
INTERNSHIPS and PERMANENT POSITIONS including the following:
Account Management
Creative Services
Credit Analyst
Programmer/IT
Logistics
Research Associate

Police Officer

Engineer
Accountant
Communications
Sales Rep
Case Manager
Actuarial

Underwriter
Correctional
Investments
Customer Service
Investigator

Project Manager
Human Resources
Marketing
Finance
Auditor
and more...

Bring copies of your resume
and dress to impress in professional clothing.
For a list of participating employers go to:
www.avsu.edu/careers/Jobfest2002.htm
Questions? Call Career Services at 331 -3311
Your Career...Don V Leave CoUege Without It!
County of Ottawa

Family Planning

Health Department / Public Health Services
The Ottawa County Health Department can help
with all of your Birth Control Needs. We Offer:

Cross impressive at
Intercollegiate
Championships

Call for an appointment.
Sliding fee scale available.

• Testing for: Pregnancy, STD's and HIV
• Confidential
• Evening appointments

Maureen Notestine
Grand Valley Lanthorn

• Affordable, low cost:
Emergency Contraception
PapSmears
Birth control Pills
Depo-Provera Injections
Condoms, Foam, and others

Hudsonville Office
669-0040
Services also available in:

Coopersville Office
837-8171
Holland 396-5266
Grand Haven 846-8360

The Grand Valley State
University women's cross coun
try team had a good showing at
the Michigan Intercollegiate
Championships at Kensington
Park in Ann Arbor on Friday,
Oct. II.
In fact, they came out victo
rious in the 4k event and fin
ished second in the 6k.
The Lakers were led by
Shannon Antvelink in the 4k.
Antvelink ran in a time of

15:013.

**»

For

A
They’D

Mandi Long finished third in
the 4k with a time of 15:14.8,
while Jeanette Seckinger was
fourth with a time of 15:22.4.
Kara Egan was right behind
Seckinger with a time of 15:22.8
that was good enough for sixth
place.
Grand Valley was led in the
6k by Rebecca Winsters.
Winstcrs finished the 6k with a
time of 22:36.7.
Two other Laker runners fin
ished in the top 10. Steph
Sliwinke was ninth with a time
of 23:07.1, while Leanne Budde
was 10th, finishing in 23:07.5.
In 12th place was Krista
O'Dell with a time of 23:12.6,
while Megan Docrr finished at
the number 19 spot in 23:44.2.
Julie Martin also ran the 6k, fin
ishing with a time of 23:56.7.
The Lakers will begin prac
ticing
for
the
GLIAC
Championships, which will be

held on Oct. 26 at Kensington
Park.
“We are looking to win the
national championship. We have
to win the conference and
regionals first, and go from
there,” head coach Jerry Baltes
said earlier. Both the Laker
men’s and women’s team will
have this goal in mind as they
prepare
for
the
GLIAC
Championships.
The Laker men finished sec
ond in the 8k and fifth in the 4k
to place third overall.
Tim Nichols led the Lakers
in the 8k with a time of 25:45.8
for a sixth-place finish.
Kevin Blacquiere finished
1 Ith, while Casey Abston was
12th, Andy Duemling finished
in the number 13 spot and Jeff
Vyain finished in the number 14
spot.
Aaron Rogers led the Lakers
in the 4k with a time of
12:57.7. That was good enough
to finish in the number 16 spot.
Dave Ross was right behind
him in the number 18 spot with
a time of 12:59.1.
Last week the Laker men’s
and women's team took home
the GLIAC Runner of the
Week.
Mandi Long was named the
women’s Runner of the Week,
while Aaron Rogers received
the award for the men.
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Grand Valley lanthorn 1 Will Hurrah

Ben Watson runs the mens 8k event earlier in the year at Rolling Hills Golf
course The Laker men took 2nd in the 8k event and 5th in the 4k at
Kensington Park in Ann Arbor

Erin Klitzke Arts arui Entertainment Editor
artsQlantbomcom
Thursday, October 17, 2002

Off
the

Beat
Erin Klitzke
Grand Valley Lanthom

Here in the United States,
we have quite a gift. That gift is
literacy. According to the CIA
World Factbook for 2002, in the
United States, 97 percent of
individuals over the age of 15
can read and write. On Oct. 18
and 19, teaching children to
read and write will be celebrat
ed at Kirkhof Center on the
Allendale campus. Recently,
Looscmore Auditorium has
hosted poetry readings by
renowned poets. Grand Valley
State University has done noth
ing but attempt to support liter
acy here in the area.
But is it enough?
Many people do know how
to read and write, but not at the
level that they necessarily
should be able to. Some people
admittedly don’t read at all for
enjoyment. Is this a societal
norm
or
an
aberration?
Sometimes, it seems like a
norm.
The publishing industry is
suffering, not from a lack of
good writers, but from a lack of
readers.
Many an aspiring
author holds down a full-time
job while writing their master
piece and continues to hold
down that job afterwards
because of the industry and the
way it is forced to operate in
order to stay in business. Many

It just seems like
people don't read
enough for funinstead of settling
down with a good
book, most people
will flip on the tel
evision and watch
a story played PVt^
before their eyes.

,
;
I

1
|

people, as a result, have turned
to self-publishing with services
such as iUniverse, which offers
print-on-demand self-publish
ing. Recently, one of the ser
vice’s authors, Laurie Notaro,
made number 12 on the New
York Times Bestseller list.
Making that list is a dream for
almost any author. The upshot
to self-publishing is that if
you’re lucky, a major publish
ing house such as Kensington,
Ballatine, Bantam, or Tor may
eventually pick up your book.
Never hold your breath for that
one.
It just seems like people
don’t read enough for fun instead of settling down with a
good book, most people will
Hip on the television and watch
a story played out before their
eyes. While digitized entertain
ment is not necessarily a bad
thing, it does, oftentimes, rob
one of their imagination, which
is nurtured by reading books.
Books enable one to imagine
the images of the characters and
the settings, and oftentimes can
make you feel emotion just as
much as television or the
movies. Many a movie-goer
has said, walking out of a the
atre, that the book was better
than the movie - and there are
many books turned into movies.
Among these movies made
from books are “The Hunt for
Red October” (Tom Clancy),
“Interview with the Vampire”
(Anne Rice), “Jurassic Park”
(Michael Crichton), “Dracula”
(Bram Stoker), “Frankenstein”
(Mary Shelley), “The Postman”
(David Brin) and “Starship
Troopers” (Robert Heinlein).
These movies usually end up
reaching a wider audience than
the book simply because the
movie took less effort to sit
through than the book would to
read. Yes, reading a book is
hard, but it’s a rewarding expe
rience if you dare to attempt it.
The same is true of writing one.

Renaissance
for the
ages
Erin Klitzke
Grand Valley Lanthom

Seven years is a long time.
Improving the Grand Valley
State University Renaissance
Festival every year by no means
is an easy accomplishment.
However, that is what the Grand
Valley Renaissance Festival has
managed to do.
"This is one of the best
organized [non-profit) festivals
I’ve seen," said Queen Mab, a
member of the two-member
entertainment group Dragon
Tales, "it’s better than most
community festivals and city
council festivals that we’ve
been to." Dragon Tales had six
shows during the festival and
ran a booth selling fairy wings,
wands and crowns.
The two-day event, which
took place on Oct. 12 and 13 on
the lawns in front of the Cook
Carillon Tower and between
Kirkhof Center and the Student
Services Building, served more
than 2,00() patrons, according to
preliminary reports. The festi
val included almost 40 mer
chants, children’s games, enter
tainers, and fight demonstra
tions. One of the major themes
of this year’s storyline was the
arrival of pirates ("Merchants!"
say the crew of the Crimson
Cutlass and their benefactor.
Countess Hills) to Grand Valley.
During this year’s festival,
Princess
Arianna
Karlissc
(Megan Rasmussen), sister to
Grand Duchess Gabriel la (Erin
Wiseman), Grand Valley's
female ruler, was kidnapped by
the Steel Ravens, another pirate
crew and one of the fight
demonstration groups at the fes
tival this year. The pirates from
the Crimson Cutlass "rescued"
her and were thus granted their
letter of marquis, making them
privateers, as the Steel Ravens
were hauled off to jail
However, the crew of the
Crimson Cutlass lost their ship
when it was crushed into a "tiny
cube" for being parked in the

wrong slip in the harbor. They
later learned that it was not, in
fact, their ship that was cubed Lord
Constable
Cyren
Greymantle (Jared Yax) just
wanted to teach them a lesson.
Also during this weekend’s
festival were some very unex
pected
and
memorable
moments. A man from Silver
Leaf Renaissance Festival, with
the help of Silver Leaf’s Royal
Guard and Grand Valley
Renaissance Festival, arranged
to propose to his girlfriend dur
ing Saturday's I p.m. session of
Court. The man and his girl
friend are now engaged.
In
addition, seven people were
inducted into the festival’s hon
orary knighthood, the Serpent
and the Sword, which is
reserved for people who have
contributed very much to the
festival without actually being
members of the festival. This
year’s inductees were Rob
Schiller, Al Scott, Jeff Smith,
Sharon Smith, Rachel Smith,
Sarah Smith, and Allen Wygant.
Rachel and Sarah were made
pages, while the rest were full
knights. Past inductees include
Leanne Tibbe from the Office of
Student Life, former festival
member David Perrin, and
entertainers Will Collins and
Little John.
Many merchants have told
festival members that they rec
ommend Grand Valley's festival
to others because "you guys are
so helpful." Festival members
are dedicated to making the fes
tival a great experience for
everyone.
Many merchants,
including Fair of the Rose, Ye
Olden Times and Dragon Tales
said they'll be back next year
and seemed to really enjoy
themselves this year.
Grand Valley's Renaissance
Festival is a student-run organi
zation funded by the Student
Life fund. The festival is organ
ized and run by students wiiA
are members of the Renaissance
Festival club here on campus.
The festival has weekly meet
ings at Kirkhof Center on

Laramie Project
reminds Grand Valley
of hate crimes

n in

Grand Valley Lanthom / AJ Smuder

The 7th annual Grand Valley State Renaissance Festival featured events for all-including live-steel combat
demonstrations. Here, Silver Leaf's Royal Guard duke it out. Silver Leaf is another festival out of Kalamazoo.

Tuesdays at 7 p.m. During the
festival, groups such as the Blue
Dragons, which is a group from
Silver Leaf, and other demon
stration groups often help with
things like weapons marshaling.
Students, however, run the
show, including the jail, where
patrons can arrest someone for a
dollar and make the person do
something ridiculous to get out
again. At one point, the female
Blue Dragons arrested most of
the male Blue Dragons. One of
the Dragons declared the jail the
embassy of Silver Leaf in Grand
Valley and said, "We shall now
begin to entertain foreign digni
taries. Also arrested during the
festival were Site director
Nicholas Diggs and one of his
assistants, Chantal Normandin,
on the charge of "working too
hard." To get out, they were
forced to apologize to the cast of
the festival. The weekend was
fun fall, cast, crew, entertain
ments’merchants, a$d patrons.
For more information on the
Grand
Valley
Renaissance
Festival,
visit
htt p://w w w2 .g vsu .edu/~gvren.

‘Moonlight Mile’ a fantastic
tale of love and loss
Ryan Bye
Guy

the

Movie

Grand Valley Lanthom

Tom Fleischmann
Grand Valley Lanthom

Approximately 26,(XK) peo
ple live in the town of Laramie,
Wyoming. It is a peaceful town
with a university, cement facto
ry and prairies. It is, for the most
part, a pleasant place to live.
But Laramie is also the town
where Matthew Shepard was
murdered in a vicious and cruel
hate crime. And Laramie is the
home to Matthew’s family and
his murderers. And Laramie
was, between 1998 and 1999,
the focus of a«
media frenzy
on homopho
bia and hate

the leader of an anti-gay group
that picketed Matthew's funeral.
The obvious power behind
this production has fueled its
immense popularity. Time magazine named it "one of the 10
best plays of the year." while
New York Magazine called it
"...a terrific piece of theatre,
history, and life." IIBO Films
later turned the play into a fulllength feature film with actors
and actresses such as Steve
Busccmi, Jancane Garofalo and
Christina Ricci.
Many Grand Valley students
are
also
excited

about the
production.
A freshman
Out
And

nestled

between cat
tle ranches.

About

Grand

Valley State
University’s
upcoming

production of
“The
Laramie
Project”
examines

Laramie, its
people, and
the effects of
the unforgiv
able crime of Oct. 6, 1998.
Members of the Tectonic
Theatre Project traveled to
Laramie after the crimes. There,
they conducted over 2(H) inter
views with various community
members. Excerpts from these
interviews were linked together
to create “The Laramie Project.”
The play itself contains
approximately 60 characters, all
shedding light on different
aspects of the issue. There arc
those who arc obviously sympa
thetic, such as Matthew's par
ents and friends, but there arc
also several examples of the
bigotry behind the attack. Most
noticeable is the testimony of

I
|

membcr
said, "I've
never seen
it
("The
Laram ic
Project”)
before, but
I'm
very
excited. No
one walks
away from
that play
without

crying."
“The Laramie Project" is a
moving play not only because of
the event it portrays, but
because it makes the audience
realize that hate exists every
where. It is a call to action to
theatergoers and a testament to
all those who fight hate.
As a part of the Student
Directors Series, “The Laramie
Project” will be acted, directed,
and designed by senior theatre
students. The show will run
Nov.I and 2 at 7:30 p.m. and
Nov. 3 at 2:00 p.m. Because of
the graphic nature of the play, it
is not being recommended for
family audiences

Grand Valley Lanthom / Af Smuder

Grand Valley's festival was fun for the whole family, despite the chilly
weather. Children of all ages were welcome to try the children's games
or enjoy the entertainment.

The new film "Moonlight
Mile" is an observant drama
about how human beings deal
with death and at the same time
interjecting a sense of humor
throughout. Directed by Brad
Silberling (City of Angels),
"Moonlight Mile" is based on
somewhat of
a tragedy he
experienced
in his life. In
1989,
his
g i rl friend ,

his only child. Susan Sarandon
plays JoJo with a verbal frenzy
of tart and cynicism that is
enjoyable and heartbreaking
almost simultaneously. What
separates "Moonlight Mile"
from other dramas is how it
doesn’t apologize for being
funny. We can see how death is
the ultimate sacrifice of being
polite and having good man
ners. The main characters are
honest and give us the truth

Rebecca

Schaffer, an
up-and-coming actress,
was
mur
dered outside
her home. In
the years that
passed.
he
became
a
close friend
to the parents
of his girl
friend. This
film
is
inspired by
that
story.
Silberling has
changed the
scenery
by
placing it in
1973. but the
tale is inher
ent.
Jake
G y 11 e n h a I
plays
Joe
Nast.
who,
after
the
death of his

who has also had a tragedy in
her past. Her boyfriend has
been missing in Vietnam for
three years. The love interest
doesn’t overshadow the impor
tance of the story with the par
ents. In fact, it seems an after
thought, which I enjoyed. Most
dramas go for the love story,
"Moonlight Mile" focuses more
on the family aspect and it gives
insight into our own lives.
Everyone loses someone they
love
at
some point
or another
and we see
the dynam
ic of how
that affects
us and how
we move
on.
The
movie
is
great

because it’s
honest and
funny and
it doesn’t
care if it
pisses you
off
or
makes fun
of
the
taboo sub
ject
of
death.
That’s

extremely
risky and
ambitious
and more
films

should be
that way.
The
per
formances
Courtesy of Yahoo!Movies

fiancee, Newcomer Jake Gyllenhall (left), and vet Dustin Hoffman star in the riveting tale,

moves
in "Moonlight Mile."
with her par
ents. Ben and JoJo Floss are
unusual characters in how dif
ferent they are.
Dustin
Hoffman plays Ben in a strong
and subtle way of a man trying
to make everyone around him
feel comfortable, but inside he
is trying to deal with his loss of

even if they arc being a little
bizarre. We see the journey of
our hero, Joe Nast, who is try
ing to help his late fiancee’s
parents heal, but also move on
with his life with a girl he meets
at the post office, Bertie Knox
(newcomer Ellen Pompco),

from
Dustin

Hoffman
and Susan
Sarandon are Oscar caliber and
the soundtrack has some great
rock classics from Jethro Tull,
Van
Morrison
and
Led
Zeppelin. Go see this as soon as
you can.
**** out of four

WANTED

Anthropology open house
to show off new lab

Poems to be published weekly in the Lanthom.
Any genre, 20 lines maximum.
Submil at 100 ( 'ommnns or e-mail In urtsui lanthorn.com

MOTMAN'S
FARM MARKET

Erin Klitzke
Grumi Valley Lanthom

0-2617 Lake Michigan Dr. • Just East Of Campus
QcL

Great Tasting
Homegrown Apples
Picked Right From
Our Trees.
Farm Fresh Produce
At Great Prices!

TONS of

Hours:
8am - 7pm
Closed Sunday

677-1525
Open til Mid November

20* lb.

Pumpkins only

Show your College I.D. and Receive 10%
off your purchase of $5.00 or more.

SPRING LAKE
HAUNTED HALL
$6.00 PER VICTIM
See Website

for

Coupon

WWW.HAUNTEDHALL.COM

October 1 8th-31st
6 - 9pm Weekdays
6 - 10pm Fri/Sat
Located at Spring Lake Village hall
102 W Savidge St.
Corner ol Savidge & Buchanan
Spring Lake. Ml

Anthropology students used
to refer to the lab by varying
names, ineluding "the dungeon"
and "the eave." But a new lab
with a high eeiling and windows
has replaeed the old basement
lab that earned those nieknames.
The department of anthro
pology at Grand Valley State
University will be holding an
open house to show off the
investment of a new lab on
Wednesday, Oet. 23, 2002.
Attendees will be able to see
public
museum
displays,
demonstrations of student and
faculty research projects, and
other department activities.
The department’s old lab
was in the basement of Lake
Michigan Hall, consisting of

three rooms with limited seat
ing, storage, and maneuverabili
ty. It was also very hard to find,
especially when the sign that
directed students to the stairs
down to the lab was removed.
The new lab has replaced a
classroom on the second floor of
Lake Michigan Hall and is a
wide-open space with counters,
tables, chairs and computers.
"Our new lab gives us much
more flexibility," said Bruce
Hardy, an assistant professor of
anthropology at Grand Valley.
"We’re hoping to get students
involved in research in all areas
of anthropology. We’ll be able
to do a lot of things we couldn’t
do in the past, including editing
digital video footage, cleaning
and preparation of animal bones
and skeletons, and preparation
of samples for chemical analy
sis."

Janet Brashler, professor of
anthropology at Grand Valley,
said "We’re really happy to be
on the second floor now with
two window's. We are easy to
find now and activity in the lab
has really increased."
Brashler said that during the
open house, activities would
"feature the research anthropol
ogy faculty and students have
been doing over the last few
years.
"We are happy to be able to
share this wonderful new facili
ty with the campus community
and hope that many will come
by |the lab]," Brashler said.
The open house will run
from noon until 3 p.m., with
dedication and remarks taking
place at 12:15p.m. The anthro
pology lab is located at Lake
Michigan Hall 249.

Spotlight to feature
‘Spotlight on Sunday’
Jennifer Wildey
Grand Valley Lanthom

Grand
Valley
State
University students who say
there is nothing to do on the
Allendale campus may not he
looking in the right places.
Spotlight Productions, part
of the Office of Student Life, has
many events scheduled through
out the months of October,
November and early December.
The student organization just
kicked off its new "Spotlight on
Sunday" series on Oct. 13 with
comedy
juggler
Tom
Bartholomew. Future "Spotlight
on Sunday" events include open
piano, mystery event, acoustic
guitar, poetry and social card
games.
Each Sunday, Spotlight will
host a different event between 2
and 4 p.m. in the Kirkhof Center.
The events will be free with dis
counts from JAVA City.

Spotlight's "Coffee House"
series will also continue across
from JAVA City. Chair of the
Coffee House Series Ben Miller
hinted at future events.
"We will likely be having a
big concert on Nov. 19," he said.
"I've
gone
to
other
1 Spotlight] events on campus,"
said junior Tressa Salazar, "they
are always doing something fun
and interesting.” Salazar, who
saw the Coffee House concert
with local band Joyride, said she
would like to see the series put
on more concerts.
"It's great
that they are getting local bands
to play," she said.
Spotlight Productions, along
with the GVSU Cultural Board
and the RHA will host the fall
regional conference of the
National Association of Campus
Activities. Graduate Assistant
Heather Bloom said the event
will run Oct. 31 to Nov. 2.
On Friday, Nov. 8, Spotlight
will also sponsor "Sleepless
Nights" in the Kirkhof Center.
The GVSU ALERT Labs are co
sponsoring the event.
Corey Lansing, a graduate

assistant with Spotlight, said
there will be movies, free food,
music, a game show with prizes
and karaoke at the "Sleepless
Nights" event.
Later
in
November,
Spotlight is teaming up with the
GVSU Arab Culture Club to
host "Henna Night." On Nov.
19, students can go the Kirkhof
Center from 9-10 p.m. for free
henna tattoos.
Students must call in prior to
Nov. 19 in order to participate in
"Henna Night." Those who are
interested can call 895-2806 to
sign-up.
Also, hypnotist Tom DeLuca
is scheduled to come to Grand
Valley on Dec. 3. He will per
form in the Fieldhouse Arena at
9 p.m. Bloom called DeLuca "a
must see GVSU tradition."
For more information on
these and other Spotlight
Productions events, student can
visit
the
Web
site
at
www.events.gvsu.edu. Spotlight
also holds open meetings every
Monday night in the Kirkhof
Center at 9 p.m.

Lanthom
Poetry
An Endless Ring
Of Light
On the surface of the
lake
there is an endless ring
of light.
The moon shines on the
water
in the middle of the
night.
The water flowing to
and fro
always blue, and free
reminds me of another
time
when you were here
with me.
The water blue and shin
ing bright
with tne light from up
above.
I think of all you've done
for me,
by showing all your
love.
The night is drawing to a
end
now comes the sun so
bright,
I see your spirit once
again
in that endless ring of
light.
— April VanEizenga

Squash
Harvesting in
West Michigan
The
caramel-skinned
nomads wear overalls
baseball caps, faded and
sweat-stained.
From under the brims
they smile at me.
They leave
smooth yellow oblongs
round rough orange
lumps
against a brown back
ground of parched
grainy sugar and chunks
of rock
like so many heads in
too-shallow
graves. The overripe
sweetness
of death rides the chill
ing breeze.
My lungs seize
leather sneakers barely
break their
rhythmic crunch on the
gravel road
a hesitation step as I
realize
they sever the vines first.
— Tori Schroeder

Music to
the ears

Grand Valley iMnlhorn I A] Smuder

County Clare, a group of hammer
dulcimer players, entertained
patrons along one of the main
drags of the festival.
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Got News?

GVL LETTERS TO THE EDITOR (cont.)

Check out

www.lanthom.com
Mahatma Gandhi. Rich white guys
give money to the community for
tax breaks. This does not necessari
ly reflect any altruism. Charity con
tributions are simply one facet of a
person. Am way is a cult of conser
vative greed. Mr. Witt defends
DeVos’s comments by saying the
speech he gave was to a conserva
tive group. This argument is unac
ceptable. Intolerance is intolerance
no matter the context. Intolerance
is wrong.
Krik Buehmann
Senior
Psychology Major

Privacy of surveyed people
must be honored
Two articles in the Lanthom of
Oct. 3, 2002, caught my attention
and prompted this response. Mark
McGary’s article entitled
"Professors, students have freedom
with their conduct in the class
room,” when juxtaposed with Lisa
Morse’s letter to the editor, provide
an interesting study in contrasts. It
is an illustration of academic free
dom sans responsibility.
I don’t believe that freedom to
conduct surveys and research stud
ies should be misconstrued to allow
the conduct of surveys in an unethi
cal manner. Faculty members have
responsibility to thoroughly equip
their students with the ethical
requirements associated with the
conduction of all types of surveys.
Students and faculty alike, have no
business or right to conduct surveys
in which the confidentiality and
privacy rights of a participant are
not honored. Participants are enti
tled to decide whether or not to
participate after learning about a
project and they also are entitled to
confidentiality. In addition, sur
veys and research projects which
have been reviewed and approved
by the Grand Valley State
University Human Research
Review Committee require
researchers to include the names
and phone numbers of individuals
who can respond to any questions
the participant might have concern
ing the study or their rights as a
participant. Confidentiality is both
expected and assured. The survey
that Ms. Morse took fails the above
tests miserably.
GVSU students and faculty will
both profit if, in the future, all fac
ulty members accept their responsi
bility to properly prepare their stu
dents for surveys and research proj
ects and if participants realise they
are entitled to protection and know
there are individuals who can assist
when researchers act unprofessionally.
Dr. Priscilla Kimboko is the
designated Institutional Official at
Grand Valley State University. All
questions or complaints concerning
treatment, as a research subject or
participant, must be transmitted to
her.
My thanks to The Lanthom for
providing these reminders:
Academic freedom requires respon
sibility and human subjects are
entitled to protection —including
confidentiality.

Paul A. Huizenga
Associate Professor of Biology
Chairman, GVSU Human
Research Review Committee

Chinese people and their culture
and also see the need for Tibet’s
independence.
Jeremy Bugbee

Column has no compassion
for Tibetian situation

Students are invited to
party patrol discussion

I was completely blown away
by the GVL Student opinion in the
Oct. 10 issue of the lanthom. The
lack of compassion I read about
towards Tibet and its attempts at
freedom are appalling. First, I read
about Mr. Willtgen and his expla
nation of the ulopic atmosphere of
exiled Tibet in India. He inter
viewed children who had never
experienced life in Tibet and found
their current life to be a good one.
I wonder if Mr. Willtgen had hap
pened to ask any of the older
Tibetans whether they would some
day want to return to their home
country. The same Tibetans who
had to travel the treacherous pass
through the mountains into foreign
India so they would have the ability
to express their religion freely.
Many Tibetans have stories of fam
ily members’ deaths at the hands of
an oppressive government, yet now,
from testimonial, they have a "lux
urious” life in India. How many
more Tibetans remain in their home
country and fear displaying their
religion and beliefs? I am sure the
Dalai Lama would not share Mr.
Willtgen's thoughts on the subject.
He is a political and religious
leader not allowed to return to his
people, except on brief, very isolat
ed occasions.
The next opinion piece by Siu
fraud and Justin Reusch was
equally surprising. They cite the
Chinese suffering as an argument
against the chalkings seen a few
weeks ago. I noticed that none of
the messages on the sidewalk
denied the fact of Chinese suffering
and in fact mentioned the role of
the Chinese government in the mat
ter. not the people of China.
Though, some facts were those col
lected over the course of the
Chinese occupation in Tibet, it does
not mean that Tibet is better off.
The government of China has
found other ways to manipulate the
people of Tibet. They use cameras
that surveillance city streets in
Tibet and even break up any gath
ering of Tibetans in markets. To
call this situation a “far cry” from
what had happened years ago
would be correct. The Chinese
government had found more subtle
and subversive ways to oppress the
people of Tibet, which may be
worse than public displays of vio
lence because they are able to keep
it from our eyes and show us only
improvements in the relationship
between the two countries. They
have us making comments such as
“the Dalai Lama has been allowed
to visit" as if a great justice has
occurred. It is a wonderful step
forward, but how many steps back
ward had to be made to get there.
The monstrous acts committed
before and now against the
Tibetans may demoni/.e the
Chinese government, but they
demoni/ed themselves. As ihe
Olympics in China approach. I
hope we can come together to cele
brate the magnificence of the

Students of Grand Valley, I
would like to invite you to come
discuss with your Student Senate
this Thursday at 4:30 p.m. in the
Fere Marquet Room located in the
Kirkhof Center the issue regarding
campus climate and its reaction to
social gatherings.
With recent events regarding
students “creating a near riot inci
dent,” there have been measures
taken to ensure enforcement in our
community to prevent these events
from occurring. Also, to crack
down on minors consuming alco
hol.
The Student Senate was made
aware of several issues that
occurred this past weekend regard
ing the party patrol and the ways
incidents were handled on Saturday
evening. If you have any concerns,
comments, criticism, questions or
you like the party patrol, please
come to the General Assembly
meeting this Thursday at 4:30 p.m.
in the Pere Marquet Rm. located in
the Kirkhof Center. There will be a
chance for you to openly discuss
this issue with your student repre
sentatives and to voice your con
cerns.
We arc concerned about the
campus climate and the concerns
you have. If you have any com
ments or questions please do not
hesitate to contact me at 895-2333.
Thomn Bell
President
Student Senate

Motorists on campus turn
ing into parking stalkers
Generally I consider myself to
be a rather mild-mannered individ
ual who can get along with pretty
much anybody. Irately, however,
there has been a group of students
on campus who have really begun
to get under my skin. These people
arc the parking stalkers. Yes, the
parking stalkers. Every morning I
get to campus around 8:00 a.m. and
have no issues in finding a parking
space. However, when I leave at
about 1:(X) p.m. I find myself being
stared down by motorists pretty
much from the time I walk out of a
building. By the time I step foot
onto a parking lot (usually lot C.
which is ALWAYS marked full) I
have at least three vehicles follow
ing me. When I get to my parking
row, one of the vehicles will
become more aggressive and claim
me. This is shown by the vehicle
driving about three feet behind me.
When I come to my car the person
then blocks traffic and marks
his/her territory with a turn signal.
I’m sure many students have
experienced this type of behavior.
I'm not one to place people into
categories, but I will today...these
parking stalkers are the lowest form
of student on campus. Yes, the
lowest. If this were a caste system,
there would be two groups...park
ing stalkers and then above them.

TleBeUWalimtaJUlNJlIt

students who aren't parking stalk
ers. Despite popular beliefs, there
really is not a shortage of parking
on campus. Today, after being
stalked to my car, I drove by lots H
and K and they were nearly half
empty. There is no shortage of
parking, just a shortage of people
willing to walk an extra 50 yards to
get where they need to go.
So in an effort to lessen the
problem of parking stalkers, I am
recommending that victims work
together and take action. Next time
you are stalked, take the scenic
route back to your vehicle. Make
sure you weave in and out of other
parked cars as this could confuse
the parking stalker. If he/she keeps
on your ankles and is successful in
following you to your car and pro
ceeds to mark your spot as his/her
turf, you are still in control and
have several options. First, you
can start your car and just sit in it
until the stalker goes away. This
could take a little time, but it
works. You could also pull a fast
one by simply grabbing something
out of your car and leaving, making
sure to wave as you step away. Or
you can back up out of the space
half way, pull back in, park and
leave once again. And finally, you
can always be blunt. Feel free to
yell at these people and use rude
hand gestures. After all, as far as
status is concerned, they are below
us.
krollm @ student .gvsu.edu

Help Save A Life

1 donate Plasma Today.

Grand Rapids~Center
1973 South Division
Grand Rapids. Ml • 49507
616-241-6335

Walker Center
3800 Lake Michigan Dr.. NW
Suite 102
Walker. Ml • 49504
616-735-4559

www.biolifeplasma.com
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OPEN 24 HOURS - 7 DAYS
RAMBLEWOOD CENTER
2763B 44™ STREET SOUTHWEST
WYOMING, MICHIGAN
^
ONE-HALF MILE EAST OF THE RIVERTOWN MALL '
$1.00 OFF ANY LARGE SPECIALTY LATTE WITH THIS AD

Dream it. Do it. Disney:
We’re recruiting on campus!
6:30 pm
Thursday, October 17, 2002
Cook Dewitt Auditorium

Ottawa Creek Apartments
11127 52nd Ave

Mark your calendars — All majors and all college levels invited
This is your chance to go inside this world-famous resort,
build your resume, network with Disney leaders and
meet students from around the world.

Now Leasing for this winter semester and next year.
Ottawa Creek apartments has spacious 1 or 2 bedroom
apartments. Amenities include central air, coin-op
laundry, dishwasher, walkout balcony, and a new
basketball court. All of these great features and more
are located just minutes away GVSU Allendale
campus. Please call now for special low rates:

Check out a Wfolf Disney YVfrrM® College Program paid internship.
24-hour secured housing is offered.
College credit opportunities may be available.
Visit our website at wdwcollegeprogram.com
and then come to the presentation.
Attendance is required to interview.

(616)892-5704

(616)791-9508
World

Make O.C.A Your Home

EPROGRAM

wdwcollegeprogram.com

EOE • Drawing Creativity from Diversity • © Disney
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JobFest Career Fair continues to grow
Tom Skuzinski
Grand Valley Lanthorn

When walking from the
DeVos building downtown
across Winter Avenue, it’s hard
not to notice a large banner
placed prominently on the
wrought iron fence bordering
the Seward parking lot.
It advertises the upcoming
JobFest Career Fair, to be held
Wednesday, Oct. 23 from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. at the Eberhard
Center. Also, it is another sign of
how busy Career Services has
been this fall, helping students
make the transition to the job
market a little easier. For the
third consecutive year, the fair
has grown in the number of
employers registered. Originally
attracting 50 companies, this

Dr. Gregg Dimkoff
Finance Department
Seidman Schwl of Business

What’s the difference
between a savings bond and a
bond?
Do they both pay
interest?

A

: With just about any
type of bond, investors lend
money to the issuer by
purchasing bonds, earn interest
during the bond's life, and get
their money back years later
when
the
bond
matures.
Because bonds are safer
investments than stocks, they
pay lower returns - averaging
about half as much as stocks
over the past 75 years.
Conservative investors favor
bonds because of their safety,
while retirees like them because
of the predictable interest
payments they receive.
Savings bonds are sold by
the U.S. Treasury Department.
Many college students received
savings bonds as gifts from their
grandparents. If you have one,
you likely are getting a 4-6
percent annual return. While
that’s nothing to brag about, it
sure beats current returns from
savings accounts, money market
accounts, and many certificates
of deposit.
Series E/EE bonds are sold
at prices equal to one-half of
their stated face values. A $50
bond, for example, costs $25.
As the years roll by, bond values
increase, eventually reaching
their face values.
The
government guarantees the
price you paid plus accumulated
interest will reach face value in
no later than
17 years.
Eventually, savings bonds quit
earning interest, generally after
about 30 years. You can learn
more about savings bonds by
visiting
www.publicdebt.treas.gov/sav
Many other types of bonds
are available to investors.
Bonds
are
issued
by
corporations (corporate bonds),
municipalities (“munis"), and
even by Grand Valley State
University to raise money for
student housing construction.
Because corporate bonds are
the riskiest of the bunch, they
pay the highest interest rates,
currently 8-10 percent, and in
some cases, even more. Few
individuals own corporate
bonds.
Why?
First, they
usually cost $1,000. $5.(MX), or
$10,000 apiece - a sizeable
chunk of change for many
people. Second, the return they
provide has averaged only about
6 percent over many decades,
and that’s not high enough for
most investors. You will need a
heavy dose of stocks, not bonds,
to retire early.
t On
the
other
hand,
individuals own nearly twothirds
of
muni
bonds.
Generally, they are drawn to
thiem because the interest they
pay is free of federal, state, and
local income taxes. Because of
this feature, they are the bonds
of
choice
for
wealthy
individuals.

year 79 will be available. Koleta
Moore, associate director at
Grand Valley State University
Career Services, characterizes
this as “great growth, especially
given the economy.”
JobFest focuses on business,
engineering, computer science,
criminal
justice
and
communications.
This
is
especially beneficial to the
downtown students, since most
are majoring in one of these
fields. Among the companies
who will be attending are
Newell
Rubbermaid.
Lear
Industries, Gentex, the Grand
Rapids Police Department, ATF,
the Internal Revenue Service,
Walmart and Compulit. A
complete list is available on the
Career Services’ Web site,
www.gvsu.edu/careers.
“The registration numbers

have been surprisingly good and
we are looking forward to a
fantastic event.” Moore said.
JobFest is actually one of the
larger fairs at GVSU and other
schools of similar size. Although
primarily a Grand Valley event,
students are welcome from other
schools as well, including
Aquinas, Cornerstone, Calvin
and Hope, among others.
Moore characterizes career
fairs as having numerous
benefits besides the possibility
of making an initial contact that
will lead to a future job or
internship. Perhaps greatest
among these is the opportunity
“to
network
with
actual
recruiters and get beyond the
“web” in their job search.”
Students
will
also
gain
invaluable
practice
in
interviewing skills, learning

what it is like to talk about their
experience
and
answer
questions. While juniors and
seniors have a significant
interest in attending career fairs,
Moore encourages freshmen and
sophomores to attend as well,
allowing them to be more
successful at future events.
Although Career Services
does not collect hard numbers on
many
students
find
how'
positions from the initial contact
at a fair, Moore has heard from
students who have had this kind
of success. Additionally, she
points out that “employer
surveys show that companies
still count fairs as one of their
top ways to make contact with
students.”
As far as what students new
to events like JobFest or those
hoping to obtain maximum

benefit should do to prepare, it's
simple.
“Students should prepare for
success
hy
dressing
professionally, bringing plenty
of resumes and being ready to
talk about themselves,” Moore
said.
Students can also have their
resumes reviewed before the fair
at DeVos Center Career Services
on Oct. 21 between 10 a.m. and
2 p in. or Oct. 22 from 1-5 p.m.
Staff will also be available at
JobFest.
For additional information,
downtown students should call
331-6708 or stop by DeVos
Center,

room

I25B.

The

Allendale office is in 206 STU
and can be reached at 331 -3311.

Great Lakes History Conference to educate Grand Valley
Rachel Mavis
Grand Valley Lanthom

On Saturday, Oct. 26, the
Grand Valley State University
history department will be
hosting the 27th Annual Great
Lakes History Conference. The
conference, taking place at
GVSU’s Eberhard Center at the
downtown campus, will feature
24 panels and over 60
presenters.
The history conference is
organized this year by Paul
Murphy and David Stark, both
assistant professors of history at
Grand Valley. “We are also
thankful to have support from
the
arts
and
humanities
department, the Middle Eastern
studies and the school of
communications,” Murphy said.
The conference is geared for
anyone who is interested in
history. Guests will have the
opportunity to listen to papers,
articles and discussions focusing
on Grand Rapids, Michigan, and
the Great Lakes area history.
This year, the conference theme
is “Culture and Social Change.”
“We have increasingly tried
to really encourage more
interaction between academics
and
people
outside
the

university. We really want a
collaboration between scholars
both at the university and
outside,” Murphy said.
Historian and professor
Richard Stites of Georgetown
University will be delivering the
keynote message. Stites is a
distinguished scholar and one of
the leading experts on Russian
history. “Stites is one of the top
10 specialists in Russian history
in the United States,” Murphy
said. His presentation will be
“Slavery, Freedom, and the Arts:
The Creative Serf in Tsarist
Russia.” focusing on 19th
century serfs and their artwork.
The afternoon of Friday, Oct.
25. the conference will be
holding a special session at
GVSU’s
DeVos
campus
downtown.
“Thanks
to
additional funding from the
president’s office, we are able to
offer a special event this year.”
Murphy said.
The session.
“Iranian Cinema Since the
Revolution,” will feature Iranian
filmmaker Bahman Famianara.
“Iranian films have been
recognized
as
brilliant,
especially at European film
festivals,” Muiphy said. “As
part of the Islamic republic, (the
filmmakers) have had to deal
with extraordinary restrictions
and work under very strict

conditions. This session will
give us a sense of their culture.”
Farmanara will be joined by the
University of Alberta’s Nasrin
Rahimieh, along with Grand
Valley’s Barbara Roos and
James Goode to present a panel
on
the
Iranian
cinemas.
Farmanara’s
“Smell
of
Camphor.
Fragrance
of
Jasmine” will be shown that
evening at the Urban Institute of
Contemporary Arts. “Farmanara
couldn't make films for many
years because of censorship.
This film is often seen as his
comeback film,” Murphy said.
The conference panels will
feature both local history and
national history. Some of the
local history topics will include
the history of John Ball Park
(and the historical significance),
the education reform in Grand
Rapids (including the Froebel
movement), the making of the
documentary “From Saigon to
Sanctuary” on
Vietnamese
immigrants in West Michigan,
memories of local World War II
veterans, the
career
and
presidency of Gerald R. Ford
and voluntary and fraternal
societies in Michigan.
Some of the national panels
will cover such topics as World
War II, Media Representations
in Cold War America, Art and

‘Critical Mass’ emphasizes
alternative transportation methods
Katy Boss
Grand Valley Lanthom

Thousands of bicyclists in
over 159 cities in the nation
moved off the edge of the road
and into the center of traffic last
Friday, Oct. 4.
They were
participating in an alternativetransportation parade, which
occurs on the last Friday of
every month, called “Critical
Mass.”
Although each rider has their
own reasons for attending, most
hope to raise awareness for
bikers, who feel like they are
being ignored as a legitimate
form of transportation.
“We're promoting nonmotorized
transportation
through action,” said Erica
Freshour, a Critical Mass rider
in Grand Rapids.
Critical Mass of Grand
Rapids usually gathers 30-40
cyclists, many of whom are
students from Calvin College.
Their bikes are covered in
stickers, saying “one less car"
or “we arc traffic.”

r~G
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The main rule on a Critical
Mass bike ride is to stay
together.
Sometimes
this
requires breaking traffic laws. If
a traffic light changes and not all
the bikers have gone through,
the rest of the procession will
ignore the red light.
In order to prevent the cross
traffic from inching through the
intersection.
sometimes

bicyclists
will
nominate
themselves as “corkers.” A
corker stops in front of the
waiting cars, usually holding
signs saying “Honk if you love
bikes!"
and “Thanks for
waiting!"
Because the ride takes place
during rush hour, it often causes
traffic back-ups. In large cities,
where upwards of I .(MX) people

November 10 & 11, 2002. Open model call is
November 9th at 10am sharp at the Amway Grand Plaza.
National Guest Artists from all over the world can transform you' Cut,
Color, long Hair Finishings, Perms and Texture models are needed!

Men A Women both required!

Call 800.336.2597
ext. 1 or 7 to sign up
or for more information.

Every Saturday
Night

6:00 pm
CALVARY CHURCH

Free Professional Prodnets For Participating!

participate in the rides, traffic
can be stalled for hours.
Public reactions to Critical
Mass are varied.
“Probably about 50 percent
(of people) get pissed off and 50
percent love us.” said Sebastian
Naslund, who was on his second
Critical Mass ride.
Cars putting along behind
the group often get frustrated.
They tailgate the bikers or honk
their horns in annoyance.
There wasn't much visible
opposition to the ride last Friday.
When bikers cheered and waved
at bystanders and pedestrians,
they got cheers back. “Thanks
for walking!” bikers shouted to
a group of businessmen on a
corner,
who
raised
their
briefcases in salute.
One woman parked on the
other side of the road laid on her
horn and waved as all the
bicyclists passed.
Some of the regulars at
Critical Mass created a bike
advocacy video, which they will
present to the Grand Rapids City
Commission on Nov. 13. They
will request that the city provide
bike lanes, especially on the
busiest roads.

WWW - satnite.com

Maly's, Rcdkcn, Paul Mitchell,
Wella, Sebastian & Tressa are looking
for hair models for our Salon Forum

<

Paul Murray, Downtown editor

1-96

<> East Beltlme

Politics, the Old Northwest
Before the Civil War; Culture
and Power and the Soviet State,
Engaging
Memory:
Contemporary Interpretations of
War (based on art by Grand
Valley’s Renee Zettle-Sterling),
Religion and Society in 19Century
America,
Native
Americans
and
Warfare.
Identity, Assimilation, and
Reform in the 20th Century,

Tourism,
Recreation,
and
Business in the Great Lakes
Region, and much more.
Everyone
is
encouraged to attend the
conference and all activities.
There is no charge for Grand
Valley students, faculty, and
staff. Programs, schedules, and
more information are available
through the history department.

Open forum
highlights problems
at Secchia Hall
Paul Murray
Grand Valley Lanthom

Construction noise, parking
woes and security concerns
besieging Secchia Hall residents
all combined to necessitate an
open forum on Tuesday evening.
Sept.
24
at
Loosemorc
Auditorium. In attendance was a
selection of Pew Campus
officials to answer questions
from Secchia Hall residents, and
to work toward achieving
possible solutions to problems
directly or indirectly attributable
to the construction of the new
living center next to Secchia.
One of the key issues
addressed was concern over the
absence of “short-term” parking
adjacent to Secchia Hall for
residents now frequently having
to park in Watson Lot, a block
away, and lug a load of groceries
or other heavy objects to their
apartments in Secchia.
“Tim Peraino (Pew Campus
operations) and myself arc
working to resolve that issue,”
Hew Campus Security Director
Page Neve said after the open
forum.
“We’ll have an unloading
zone where people can park for
15 or 20 minutes and drop stuff
off if they need to. and then park
in Watson lot if the Secchia lot is
full,” she said. “In the future
that’ll come to pass.”
Neve stressed that the
unloading area would be for
Secchia residents only. Visitors
would not be permitted to use
the short-term parking space and
would still need to obtain a
parking pass from Pew Campus
Security for extended parking in
other lots close to Secchia.
Left unresolved after the
open forum was the issue of
large trucks making deliveries of
materials to the construction site
next to Secchia Hall in the early
morning, sometimes as early as
5:50 a.m.
“The Grand Rapids city
ordinance says that (trucks)

have a right to make deliveries
before 7 a.m. if they wish,”
Neve said. “By city ordinance
(Rockford Construction) can't
do any actual construction work
before 7 a.m., like operating a
jack-hammer, but supply trucks
have the right to make deliveries
before 7 a.m. DeWitt Barrel
(across from the Secchia
parking lot) has trucks running
all night.”
“The answers to these
problems aren't easy,” said
Steve Lipnicki, Pew Campus
Student Services coordinator,
regarding all of the issues raised,
but with particular reference to
parking. “We need more
consistent parking enforcement,
along w ith a drop-off area.”
Lipnicki added that there is
an escort service between
Watson lot and Secchia Hall for
residents who park their cars
late at night in the Watson lot
and then must walk back a block
to Secchia.
“That's
nothing
new,"
Lipnicki said. “We've had the
escort service for awhile now.
Hopefully, after the open forum,
more people arc aware of it.”
Estimates of the attendance
varied. “At times it seemed like
there
were
more
panel
participants than students there,”
Neve said.
In addition to himself and
Page Neve, Lipnicki said
representatives from several
university
departments
comprised the panel, including
GVSU Public Safety Director
Allen Wygant and Pew Campus
Operations
Manager
Lisa
Haynes,
along
with
representatives from housing,
the Student Senate and the
Grand
Rapids
Police
Department.
According to Neve, efforts
to reach out to Secchia Hall
residents via the open forum
method are likely to continue in
the future as the need arises.
“That's what we’re here for,”
Neve said, “to serve the
students.”
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At Smiths Aerospace, our passion is pushing the limits of aerospace technology higher, faster and further than ever before. The largest
transatlantic aerospace equipment company with annual sales of $1.8 billion, Smiths has consistently been rated among Aviation Week's best
managed mid-sized aerospace companies in recent years. If you want to start engineering your career future, but want a little guidance, we
provide the environment that can help. You bring the interest and dedication. Wefll supply the rest. Join us as:
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Analog Design Engineers • Digital Design Engineers
Avionics Systems Engineers • Avionics Software Engineers
OUR CO-OP/INTERN PROGRAM
Our program produces some of the best-trained entry-level professionals in the aerospace industry. The experience will give you hands-on
exposure and allow you to work in your chosen field, alongside seasoned professionals. We employ co-op and intern students from a variety
of technical disciplines. Flexible schedules include summer semester and year-round paid opportunities.

OUR FULL-TIME EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
If you are graduating with an Engineering or Computer Science degree, consider working in an atmosphere where your efforts will be
recognized and rewarded. Talented graduates help make our programs succeed by bringing fresh ideas and perspectives.
Smiths is located in dynamic Grand Rapids, Michigan, where you'll enjoy a competitive salary and generous benefits as well as the low cost of
living and wealth of cultural, educational, and recreational activities that our area has to offer.

Electrical Engineering, Computer Engineering and Computer Science majors
are encouraged to stop by our booth at Job Fest 2002 on
Wednesday, October 23, 10:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. at the Eberhard Center.
Also, be sure to attend our
Information Session
Wednesday, October 30 • 6 p.m.
Loosemore Auditorium
DeVos Center
Downtown Grand Rapids Campus
If you are unable to attend these events, please e-mail your resume in a .doc format to:

Smiths Aerospace
Attention: Job Code - GVSU
E-mail: techjobs@smiths-aerospace.com
To learn more about these exciting opportunities, our dynamic environment and our products, visit our website at

www.smiths-aerospace.com
Smiths Aerospace is an Equal Opportunity Employer promoting diversity in the workplace.
We invite and encourage response from women, persons of color, veterans and disabled. For security reasons, most positions
require applicants meet certain eligibility requirements, including US citizenship or permanent resident alien status.

smiths
Smiths Aerospace, Recruiting Department, 3290 Patterson Avenue, SE, Grand Rapids, Ml 49512-1991
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Grand Valley luulhoni / l.uke Wark

Last years homecoming court, Ralph Johnson and Ebony Parker, hand off their titles to the new court Tommy Hakim and Sarah Mclouth
Both Hakim and McLouth are members of Nemmiejer Community council.

2002

G rami Valley Lift thorn / Will Hurrah

Left to right: James Baetens of Delta Sigma Phi/Sigma Sigma Sigma, sophomore Charles Jipping, senior Eric Fortier, and Jason
Keesler, Theta Chi/Alpha Omicron PI, all dress up as icons of Las Vegas during the costume contest for Homecoming weekend.

Grand Valley Lanthorn I Af Smuder

Aron Shidaker wanders around as a druid at the
Festival. Shidaker has been a festival partici
pant for 3 years. Festival members play every
thing from religious figures to peasants to
knights and nobles, all within the Renaissance
theme.

In the
VALLEY!
Downtown

Study
Abroad
Fair
Come find out about 2003 - 2004
opportunities to work, intern,
volunteer,' or study4 abroad.

A group of rowdy GVSU males bare the rainy and cold conditions to show their Grand Valley spirit.

RALLY
continued from page 1

A large margin of that
amount funds the Michigan
Merit Award, a scholarship
given to high school students
who pass the MEAP test. If the
proposal is passed, the scholar
ship program may he canceled.
The Michigan Merit Award
provided $2,500 scholarships to
2,623 Grand Valley students in
2001-02.
Grand Valley administra
tion, along with other Michigan
schools, are concerned the $6
million annual financial aid
source could he eliminated.

*Tr/ a fantastic
Lunch Combo?

Beans to Brew Cafe
Specialty Coffees
* Latte * MMKy Way * Cappuccino * gnicKerj * gtxxo Cap*

10am - 7pm

Gourmet Sandwiches 4* Salads

Levin Project Center, Devos

a

half of whom were members of
Student Senate, was the majori
ty of students at the protest rally.
Other schools involved included
MSIJ, U of M. WMIJ,
Kalamazoo College, Albion and
Davenport.
Before and after the I p.m.
rally, the Grand Valley partici
pants lined 10 Mile near the
Lawrence entrance with signs.
They chanted such messages as
“Proposal 4 makes students
poor" and “no more four."
Wearing T-shirts saying
“Vote no on proposal 4.” Grand
Valley participants entered the
rally chanting.
Multiple speakers were

6177 La*® MI Dt Allendale phone*. 895-9099

Wed Oct 23rd
Music, refreshments and give
aways will be provided.

“Grand Valley has been
leading the rally,” said Thomn
Bell, president of Student
Senate. “It affects higher educa
tion in general.”
The main controversy of the
proposal is whether money is
needed more towards education
or tobacco prevention/health
care.
“It's a very important issue,”
said Junior Allison Hamilton,
member of Student Senate.
Saturday’s rally was a meet
ing of Michigan school student
leaders in order to plan how to
get the word out to college com
munities to vote no.
Grand Valley's crew, about

* Paninis * Wraps * 3 Different Salads

Delicious Desserts and Baked Goods
BreaKfast Combos
Also available*

Breakfast Bagels. Tea Cakes, Cinnamon "Rplis

applauded as the importance of
informing students about pro
posal 4’s possible negative
effects was emphasized.
“I hey think students don't
care," said an MSU student
speaker. “They’ll know they're
wrong!"
Proposal 4 was regarded as
unconstitutional, a bad piece of
legislation and an attack on stu
dents.
Grand Valley donated $960
for the Student Senate to hire
the motor coach used for the trip
to Southfield. A second local
rally will be held Oct. 24 at the
Grand Rapids Pew campus.
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Ad Rates for Studmte,
Faculty and Staff
Classified rates for students,
faculty and staff: Fint 20 wx*. $3
minimum charge, than 15<anto par
additional word, payable in
advan®s*
To boldface, underline, laRctea
or capitalize words in your darnelfied, add 10 cents per word. To box
FOR SALE
Mattress sets: Brand new - still in
plastic! Twins $130. Fulls $150.
Queens $200 and up. Also frames;
bedroom, dining room, and leather
living room furniture. 293-5188 or
682-4767. Can deliver. (12-26)

m tefc $MOsrti.(toadtof»tolO
smllomtof $»•**••$> to**.
_
_
PtolO, F*X and Hours
fetophorw #1*895-2480, or
toast a message on our afterhours answedng machine. Fax
lumber to 616496-2465. Office
hours: 9-4, Monday through
Friday.

Advertising
Classifications:
Automotive
SMARTESTPILLS.COM

WORK AT HOME
Excellent $$$ Potential —
Control
Your
Hours—Full
Training & Support ProvidedMail
Order/E-Commerce
Industries. Call: (888) 224-5355

Campus rep wanted. Earn while
you learn & enhance your
resume. 952-943-2400.

Part time position $9/hr approxi
mately 15-20 hours per week.
Working in shipping and receiv
ing department. Responsibilities
include packaging products for
UPS. Limited high low driving
and making some deliveries.
Clean driving record a must. Fill
out application at 4157 Stafford
Ave. Wyoming Ml. (10/24)

www.direction2freedom.com
(10/17)

AUTOMOTIVE
Mitsubishi Galant ES 1995. $3000.
Metallic blue, PW/PL, automatic
transmission, cruise control, sun
roof,
16
inch
konig
rims.
tjahajro@gvsu.edu. (616)331-2241
or (517)410-4646.(10-17)
1996 Cavalier, white 4 door, no rust;
newer winter tires; recently tunedup, 146,000 miles, mostly highway.
Well maintained. $2300 call Audrey
at 895-2486. (tf)

BIRTHDAYS
Wish your friend a happy day. Tell
the world for just 15 cents per word,
$3 minimum, paid in advance at the
Lanthorn office, 100 Commons.
Deadline is noon Monday for that
week’s issue, (tf).

Make an extra $25,000 per year
on the internet. Have Fun Make Money - Make A
Difference! Looking for ambi
tious and teachable applicants.
Intrigued? Please call 616-8932101 for more information.

Work with other students. Local
camp looking for students to fill
position in customer sales/serv
ice department. Make your own
schedule. Internship available to
all majors. Great resume builder.
Advancement opportunities. Call

Ken 245-3882 or visit WORKFORSTUDENTS.COM.

CLUBS
Society for Human Resource
Management(SHRM)
Meets weekly beginning Thursday,
9/12 at 7:30pm with its “Meet the
Chapter” Night in DeVos Center,
room 205E. All business majors
and minors with an interest in the
field of Human Resources are wel
come to attend. Refreshments will
be provided. Dress is casual. For
more information about SHRM,
please
e-mail
us
at

shrm@gvsu.edu.

EMPLOYMENT
Student Painters are seeking to fill
2003 summer management posi
tions. Internships available / $7,000
- $8,000 average summer earnings
/ An incredible resume-building
experience. Call for more informa
tion 1-888-839-3385 (10-17)

Bartenders needed. No experience
necessary. Earn up to $300/day.
Call 866-291-1884 ext. U221.
(10/31)
New artist - art student - hobby artist
- or start free lance artist

$14.05 Base/Appointment
GRAND VALLEY STUDENTS

Make $800.00+ Weekly!!
Stuff envelopes at home and
earn $2.00 / envelope and great
bonuses. Work F/T or P/T. Make
at least $800 a week, guaran
teed! Free supplies. Start right
away. For free details, send one
stamp to: N-119, PMB 552
12021 Wilshire Blvd., Los
Angeles, CA 90025(11/14)

Fraternities - Sororities Clubs ~ Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semes
ter
with
a
proven
CampusFundraiser
3
hour
fundraising event. Our pro

grams make fundraising easy
with no risks. Fundraising dates
are filling quickly, so get with the
program! It works. Contact
CampusFundraiser at (888)9233238, or visit www.campusfundraiser.com (12/5)

B> Brent Met*

The C heesians

niJL i n ,
wnnoays
Employment
For Sato
Housing
Lost&Found
Mtooefianeoue
Nodose
Personals
Roommates
Services
Wanted

Standard of Acceptance
The Grand Valley Lanthom
reserves the right to edit or reject
any advertisement at any tone and
to place aN advertisements under
proper classification.

Spring Break 2003 with STS
America's #1 Student Tour operator.
Sell trips, earn cash, travel free.
Information/Reservations 1-800648-4849 or www.ststravel.com.
(12/5)
Grand Valley Spring Break...ARE
YOU GOING?
Then GO DIRECT! Guaranteed
LOWEST
price.
FREE
Drinks/Meals/Insurance! Campus
REPS WANTED! ZERO customer
complaints!
1-800-367-1252
www.springbreakDIRECT.com
(10/24)

SPRING
BREAK
‘03
with
StudentCity.com! The ultimate
vacation in Cancun, Bahamas,
Mazatlan, Acapulco, Jamaica, and
more! Packages include airfare, 7
night’s hotel, FREE FOOD, FREE
DRINKS and 150% Lowest Price
Guarantee!
REPS
WANTED!
Organize 15 friends and get hooked
up with 2 FREE TRIPS and VIP
treatment! Also earn extra cash and
bonus prizes just for promoting
StudentCity.com! Call 1-800-2931445
or
e-mail
sales@studentcity.com
today!
(12/5)

commercial Kates
Classified word ads:First 20
words, $6 minimum chugs, then
20 cents per additional word,
payable in advance. To boldface,
ftoidze or capitalize words in your
(testified, add 10 cents per word.
To box an ad: $2.00 extra.
Classified display rata is $8.75 per
column inch.

JENISON TOWNHOUSE, 2 Bed
Rooms, 1 1/2 Baths, Washer/dryer,
central air, dishwasher, quiet, 6671210, 454-0754, 457-3158

Advertising Pssdttnss
The copy deadline for ctosoMted
advertising to at noon on Morxtoy;
classified display advertising dead
line is 10 a.m. Monday. Bring or
send your copy to the Grand vitoy
Lanthom, 100 Commons.
All classifieds must be paid to
advance, thank you, until credit to
established.

Act Now! Guarantee the best spring
break prices! South Padre, Cancun,
Jamaica, Bahamas, Acapulco,
Florida & Mardigras. Travel free,
reps needed, earn$$$. Group dis
counts for 6+. 1-888 think sun (1888-844-6578
dept
2626)
/
www.springbreakdiscounts.com
(12/5)

One or two female roommates
wanted. Spacious 3 bedroom
Campus
View
Townhouse.
$310/month plus utilities. Washer
and dryer included. Call Julie or
Shaun at 616-892-8816 (10/17)

Reader’s Caution
Ads appearing on this page may
involve a charge for phone calls,
booklets, information, CODs, etc.
Reply with caution, (tf)

WANTED
$200 reward leading to the arrest
and conviction of the person(s)
who hacked into the e-mail
account of Paul Murray Please
call Pew Campus Security at
771-6677 with any information.
(tf)

Wanted! Spring Breakers! Sun
Coast Vacations wants to send you
on Spring Break 2003 to Cancun,
Acapulco, Mazatlan, Jamaica or the
Bahamas for FREE! Call us now at
1-800-795-4786 or email us at
sales@suncoastvacations.com!
(12/5)

Roommate wanted to share house
in Robinson twsp. Smoker, pet
negotiable. $400/month which
includes utilities and satellite dish.
842-5284
Need room and board? Busy family
has room to rent in exchange for
housekeeping duties. Grandville
area. Call Jennifer (616)732-1217
(10/17)

Infertile couple seeking egg donor.
Must be Caucasian, 21-30 yrs old,
5”-9’ min hgt, intelligent, slim, athlet
ic, nonsmoking, healthy. Travel to
G.R. required. Serious responses to
jennybaker342@hotmail.com
(10/24)

PERSONALS
Desperately seeking SWM on
Student Senate, preferably on cabi
net. I enjoy riding the Campus 50
Connector. (10/17)

Poetry

LOST & FOUND

The Lanthom is looking for poetry to
run weekly. 20-line maximum, any
genre. Submit to Erin Klitzke at 100
Commons or e-mail to
arts@lanthorn.com.

NOTICES

Missing:

Jimi Hendrix Voodoo
Fender Stratocaster Guitar. Stolen
from Laker Village. 331-0839: ask
for Aaron Lutz. Serial #: TN707755
Reward: $250. (10/17)

Fraternities • Sororities
Clubs • Student Groups

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Earn $1,000 - $2,000 this semester with a proven
CampusFundraiser 3 hour fundraising event. Our programs
make fundraising easy with no risks. Fundraising dates are
filling quickly, so get with the program! It works.

Professional Guitarist looking for
drummer and base player. Bill @
616-638-6135. (10/31)

16 Years - One Spring Break
Destination • One Company!

Contact CampusFundraiser at (888)923-3238, or visit
WWW.campusfundraiser.com

Travel
with
BIANCHI-ROSSI
TOURS, the most successful
Acapulco Spring Break company
ever, and you will never want to use
a different Spring Break company
again! Sign up by Nov. 1 and get
over $100 in food and merchandise
FREE. 800-875-4525. www.bianchirossi.com Travel FREE - ask how!
(10/31)

Ground

Daycare openings. Mon - Fri, 5am 7pm. Now Enrolling infants through
school age. Transportation avail
able. Call 453-4449 (10/17)

Monday-Friday
3:00 AM-8:00AM

!
Grand
Valley
Spring
Break...ARE YOU GOING?

USA Spring Break Presents Spring
Break 2003. Campus Reps
Wanted. Earn 2 free trips for 15
people. Cancun, Bahamas,
Mazatlan, Jamaica, Acapulco,
South Padre, and Florida. Call Toll
Free 1-877-460-6077.
www.usaspringbreak.com

Then GO DIRECT! Guaranteed
LOWEST
price,
FREE
Drinks/Meals/Insurance! Campus
REPS WANTED!! ZERO customer
complaints!
1-800-367-1252
www.springbreakDIRECT.com
(10/24)

#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco,
Bahamas, Mazatlan, Florida, S.
Padre. 110% Best Prices! Book
Now & get Free Parties & Meals!
Group Discounts. Now Hiring
Campus Reps! 1-800-234-7007.
endlesssummertours.com (12/5)

Attention Spring Breakers
It’s free in 2003. 2 Free trips/Free
parties with MTV. Hottest destina
tions at lowest prices. Featured on
MTV, Jerry Springer. MSNBC &
Travel Channel. Most reliable com
pany. www.sunsplash.com 1-800426-7710(11-28)

4:00PM-9:00PM

$8.50 - $9.5fl/hr
n Assistance
$.50 increase after
90 days

POSITIONS NEEDED:
VAN LOADERS/UNIXIADERS
TRAILER LOADERS/UNI OADERS
ADMIN CLERKS
QUALITY ASSURANCE CLERKS

1-96
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Please Apply in Person
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By Kristie Good

Murphy’s Law of the Zumberge Library: The Elevator will always open on
the side opposite from which you pressed the call button.

I Extended poem
2. Musician Vannclli
3 Alumna (informal)
4. College dwelling
5. Founded anthroposophy
6 Pianist Anders/ewski
7. Yearn painfully
8 Academic-year halves
9 Driving guide
10
-Schlatter Disease

28

12

13

31

32

33

55

56
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29

34
37
40
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25
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44
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46

57
60
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49

24
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63

11

22

26

48

10

16

20
123

The NexUS of Lunacy

9

8

5

Acroia
I British exc lamation
6. Two dads
9. Musical composition
14. Amelia Farhardt or Wilbur Wright
15. Diamonds
16. Basket material
17. Accustom
IX Electrical Resistance unit
19. “Gang Aft___"
20 Republican National
22.Energetic People
23. Neither this
that
24. Obnoxious person
26 Boom box
30. Made steady
34. (iarden article
35. Stingy
36 Hummer or Hum37. Cowardly
18
ofmilk
39. Sphag
40. Actress
Margaret
41 “
like a truck”
42 ( cf >2
43. Explain
45 Attorney
46 Teak out slowly
47.
Wednesday
48 Arm joint
51. Radiograph
57. Ga/es
58. Frigid
59 Spanish or Greek
60 Nickname for Louis
61. For fishing or hair
62. “Lots" in Spanish
«3 Paul
64 Girl Scouts of America (Abbrv.)
65 Vomits

7

50

58

J

164

■

J| ■

39

42

p5

47

52

53

■

59
62
65

http://www.cpwire.com
11. Egyptian river
12. Bamhi
13. Swedish currency (pi.)
21. Also
25. Miami learn
26. Cobb or (iarden
27. Threefold
28. Made of ebony (pi.)
29. Director How ard
30 Figure
31 Ebony and
32. Mysterious
33. Exclude
35. Burdening
38 Short test
39 Stitch
41 To he half-asleep
42. Secret partnership
44 Chocolate chip or oatmeal
45 1 arge-scale integration (Ahbrv )
47. Temple sanctum
48 Singer Fitzgerald
49 Fish-eating bird
50 Match
52. Experts
53. Soggy mixture
54 To he earned
55. Confess
56
hall

36

54
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2 Phones 8000 minutes

YOU SIG
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$69.99

GET TWO NEXTEL
i30sx PHONES FOR ONLY

600 Anytime Minutes
7200 Minutes N & W
200 Nextel Direct Connect

ADD 3rd PHONE for $20
100 extra Direct Connect and

YOU DON’T HAVE A PARTNER GET ONE

Share the 8000 cellular minutes
N

(One year agreement required)

Two activations required on the same account

4565 Wilson Ave.

9175 Cherry Valley
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